Youtube van conversion

Previously going by the name VDubVanLife, we've evolved to include many different aspects of
our lives and travels, as well as other fantastic people we meet along the way. United States
About Youtuber Welcome to our channel! Our channel is all about van life, RV living, and travel.
We're Joe and Kait. We travel full time in a camper van and share our journey and what life is
like living in a van. United States About Youtuber Join my adventure and get videos on vehicle
dwelling, travel hacks and advice, badass locations, or to simply watch the process of my van
build! Sometimes we are on top of the world and sometimes we want to quit it all. Come and join
us and see why, or else sit back and start enjoying our travel series United States About
Youtuber In the midst of an exciting adventure that all started with the seed of an idea to be able
to travel and sustain an adventurous life on the road in the digital age. The perfect spot for van
enthusiasts, van life and van lifestyle. Explore stories and reportages where extraordinary
people and professionals are portraited with their best co-workers Since Aug Channel youtube.
United States About Youtuber A digital nomad and filmmaker, Dylan has been making
documentaries about the people he meets along his journey, focusing on alternative living
environments. He's made films about converted vans, tiny homes, off-grid homes, even a home
made from a jetliner in the woods of Oregon. Australia About Youtuber Hi! We are a traveling
family of 3 currently living the Van life exploring our beautiful home country, Australia. But
expect a bunch of other stuff too. My channel is all about 4x4ing, off-roading, overlanders,
touring, adventures and camping. Hoping to inspire others to explore. United States About
Youtuber Out of desperation, due to health problems, I moved into a rebuilt van when Have
been on the streets for 7 years, learning how to live efficiently on the streets of california. I have
had 13 different vehicles, 2 RV's and a Van. This channel is made to help people who are new to
vehicle living. Nate Murphy's travels and adventures includes van life, climbing, creative
projects and adventure travel. Germany About Youtuber Hello to all the beautiful souls out
there! I'm a little adventurous, curious, positive girl who has an extrem urge to travel the world
to learn about culture, lifestyle and the food. We converted our own Sprinter van and have hit
the road for full time adventure and fun. If you want to love your country, ride your bike across
it. If you want to know what its like to leave the , follow your passion and live in a self built
campervan - then this is the channel for you! This channel is dedicated to my dream of living a
simple adventure filled life. I converted a cargo van to a camper van that I live out of full time.
Follow along as I find my freedom and happiness through living a simple and adventure filled
life. United States About Youtuber Hey everyone! This channel is about my life as I travel
around the country living out of my Honda Element. I have been inspired to live my dream life
on the road and I hope to inspire others to get out there and live free! Los Angeles, CA About
Youtuber We are an adventure-loving couple who has been making videos and traveling the
world by van for the past 3 years, embracing the unknowns, living simply and exploring the
roads and trails of America Canada Europe! For our honeymoon we flew to England 5 days after
our wedding and purchased the 'Howlin' Yoweller,' a converted Ford Transit that we now call
home. Our natural curiosity led us to change our lifestyle, join forces and to tell a life out of the
ordinary on social networks, giving to everyone the possibility to experience the 'wander- spirit'.
United States About Youtuber Heyyy everybody! Thanks for checking out my channel. Follow
me and my two little dogs Martini and MaeMae as I work and live out of my rv's. I am not
currently full time but I have full timed over 12 years. I now travel and stay in my rv's at least a
week out of the month. About Youtuber Retired cop, animal lover, full time van dweller. Medical
retirement after 20 years due to Multiple Sclerosis, could not afford to travel so sold my house
and moved into a cargo van, which I 'built' out. A very simple build that anyone can do. Loving
life with no stress or anxiety. On this channel we are chasing creativity and inspiring the world
to just be who they are. About Youtuber We're attempting to visit every country in the world.
We're a married couple from the UK. In we decided life is too short so we decided fulfil our
dream of travelling full time. We quit our jobs, sold all our stuff and rented out our house. We
have been travelling full time ever since. Our ultimate goal is to visit every country in the world
in either our van 'Trudy', an overlander or with just a backpack. I have currently have a few
series. The first is informative and in depth van dwelling specific videos. I also feature
adventure vlogs where I chonical my travels, and balance entertainment and inspiration. I am
also an amateur photographer and film maker and being self employed means the work never
really stops BUT it does also mean I get to free up some time here and there for some fantastic
adventures. My channel is about DIY and exploration, follow me and my campervan conversion
to the ends of the earth and you will get to learn how to build you own conversion and watch me
explore the world!! Canada About Youtuber Canadian nomad sailing full time with my dog
Champ. About Youtuber Traveling the country in a converted van seeking out new
Neighborhoods to explore. United States About Youtuber Howdy! I'm Tom and I left the rat race
to live full time in a Roadtrek Campervan that I modified with the latest gadgetry so that me and

my faithful sidekick 'Odin' my cat can comfortably dry camp for extended periods off the grid.
About Youtuber We are a couple with 2 dogs based in Andalucia, Spain who share a love for
creativity, film making, travelling and exploring new places. We are travelling around Europe
over the next 2 years in our campervan Vinny. Making creative short videos to document our
adventures and hopefully inspiring others to do the same. I typically upload videos when I have
internet connection and time to record something useful. This channel is a place where you can
come with me and take a glimpse of my van dwelling journey, the good, the bad, and the ugly,
My natural hair journey, The struggles, the laziness, and what works for me, or doesn't work,
while living in a van. Finland About Youtuber We are a couple living in a van full time and
travelling trough Europe. We mainly do boondocking and wild camping. We have a self
sufficient van with solar panels and everything that we need to live happily off grid. I'll be
showing you how I live green and clean in less than sf on the road. I'm passionate about green
building, minimalist living, vanlife, organics, and essential oils. Through our channel we share
with you guys our adventures as well as some helpful mechanical tips and product reviews as
well as a cool web shop were you can buy cool Syncro and Westfalia t-shirts, Westfalia roof
lights and replacement parts as well as a whole number of other cool things. This is our life, this
is CampervanCulture. About Youtuber Off-grid anarchist van-dwelling nomadic adventurer punk
is donated a point-and-shoot camera, proceeds to make indie docs about life on the other side
of society. Watch the trials and tribulations of blazing one's own life-path regardless of what
people say about it. Self converted LDV Luton van. Vlogging, blogging and film making along
the way. About Youtuber Subscribe to this channel to get more videos on van life. United States
About Youtuber Hello, welcome to our channel. Come along as Sheldon our turtle explores the
US. United States About Youtuber My main goal with this channel is to demonstrate that we are
all unique individuals and there is no right or wrong way to live, there is just what is right or
wrong for each of us individually. This channel is also intended to explain why I choose to live
in a van. Also to answer why I chose my van and why I do not intend to travel, thus the name
Static. This was our second time around living in a vehicle. However, our Honda Element van
life has just ended and we are about to start another new chapter in life. United States About
Youtuber One guy, tired of the work life, decided it was too much effort to kill himself. United
States About Youtuber I got rid of almost everything I owned, bought a van, and decided to
follow my dream which is traveling the country and the world, documenting every step of the
way bad and good. The new journey starts now and I am ready to document it and share it with
the world. After two years of living full time in our van, we decided to venture in to the world of
YouTube vlogging. Join us as we explore every country in Europe and follow our incredible
journey right here. We love sharing our experiences both as digital nomads and for living in a
van. We share our highs and lows, unusually beautiful sights we've seen - plus tips on how we
live our lifestyle. Watch my progress building my camper van, thanks again. But first! I have to
restore the van The paint work now matches the bricks on my house. About Youtuber Hello, and
welcome to my youtube channel! This channel will be a vlog of my day to day activities. Its main
focus will be about my experiences and thoughts about living in a stealth cargo van which I will
be building into my home. I will also do product reviews of items that I find useful and
worthwhile sharing. I also give Health tips on living a more vibrant Life, product reviews, and
show experiences in my day to day Life! Life is all about the journey, not the destination. I hope
you enjoy my videos! Stay Lost my friends! About Youtuber Personal and travel Vlog. UK About
Youtuber Hello, We are Keith and Daryl and along with our two dogs, Rum and Tor we travel
around in our converted passenger transport ambulance, making videos along the way. From
coast to countryside we try and show different things that might inspire people to visit for
themselves. We also feature other van builds to demonstrate how the same amount of space
can be made in to some amazing campervans. Any type of project that I think is beneficial for
frugal living and thinking. Eventually this will all lead to road trips across the country, stealth
camping and just exploring and adventure as cheaply as possible. United Kingdom About
Youtuber I have never done this before so it should be interesting. Australia About Youtuber
Looking inside the way inspiring van life and bus life nomads live around Australia. Check out
the different ways people live in their bus or van, how they pursue their dreams, and of course,
get some inside tips and tricks. With such a diverse community, we've been lucky enough to
have interviewed families, couples, and singles, of all ages and aspirations to get the inside of
their journey so far! About Youtuber Hey guys. My name is Anthony. I have been through
several stages of living in my minivan and finally came up with the most simplest way to live in
my minivan. Please join me as I show you how I navigate my minivan lifestyle as well as pass on
some helpful tips on how to live simple in a minivan. Denver, CO About Youtuber My name is
Tim and this is a van life channel to inspire and educate others of my version of full time van life
including DIY projects, teleworking from the mobile office, adventures, and best of all the

stories leading up to and of van life. About Youtuber My name is Tina. I left my mainstream life
on October 13, to start a new chapter in my life as a nomadic woman living the van life and
documenting my journey and adventures here. My goal is to find a higher level of health,
laughter and happiness - find my Zen - and share it all with you! On our YouTube channel, you
will experience the joy of Motorhome ownership and watch our adventures unfold. Expect fun,
laughter and cinematic films. About Youtuber Van dwelling Brandon talks about his everyday
vanlife! Germany About Youtuber In March I quit my agency job working as an international
model agent and decided to work freelance to have more freedom to travel and work from
wherever I want to. We know! We have our German Shorthair Pointer with us and can't wait to
share all our adventures with you! Cruising through here and there and everywhere. See you
out there! Vegan for Everything. Happy Nomad Since Apr Channel youtube. Portuguese writer
living in a van called Vanilda. We have lived together for more than a year now, it is a true love
story. We have been converting our adventure van nicknamed Ragnar after the series Vikings
for the past few weeks after selling our SUV. We decided to buy a medium wheel based Citroen
Dispatch to start with and see how we go on our adventures. Our long term goal is to sell
everything and the house, buy a bigger van and just pack the van and go on some adventures
around the world one day. Come along on our journey and see our amazing country. Since Feb
Channel youtube. United States About Youtuber Traveling the roads of America, capturing the
cultures outside the realm of cities. Living and working out of a Van. My son also moved into his
Van full time that day. We're still in central Minnesota working and saving money. We plan on
hitting the road in late October heading towards Arizona. Come along with me on my journey.
United States About Youtuber This is a channel showcasing my van life. I try to put up a new
video every week. Follow our adventures throughout the country- It's been 4 years and k miles
ongoing! Since Mar Channel youtube. Featuring Van Life, Music and more. About Youtuber
Van-life Crisis is about 'vandwelling' and budget travel, and van life in general. Virtual tourism,
travel logs, van 'life hacks', reviews, conversion how-tos, geocaching, and all the ups and
downs of living full time on the road! I'm on a mission to see the country in my self built
campervan and living the vanlife as I search for the best multiday backpacking locations here in
the states. I will trying to see new places, cities and towns and not just tour the country, but
emerge myself in to as many cultures as possible. Since May Channel youtube. United States
About Youtuber We live in a van and will be sharing all our fun experiences as we boondock
around the country! Follow along the van life journey! About Youtuber We're hitting the road full
time to live the vanlife! We're doing this in our Volkswagen Bus 'Babe' So follow along with us
on our adventures! We've worked hard now it's time to live a little. No regrets! Since Nov
Channel youtube. We are Carsten and Gigi from Vancouver Canada. The goal of this channel is
to share with you the natural beauty that Canada has to offer. We offer our vanlife experiences
and how we set up our van so as to inspire you for your own dreams and van builds. We also
provide honest product reviews of products we actually use and are not sponsored by anyone.
Over 4 months, I converted a retired school bus into a pimped out reclaimed wood skoolie RV.
America About Youtuber A couple and their rescue pup have lived the dream in a vintage VW
Van for nearly five years, traveling America following their passions. Videos are informational
and inspiration and aim to spark conversation and self inquiry. These are a few of our favourite
things, join us on our adventures. United States About Youtuber Welcome to FifthWheelFeel,
this channel is all about living life to the fullest and seizing every opportunity possible! Whether
you are rv living, living the van life, trying to build a tiny home, or just leaning towards
minimalism, this channel is for you! I live in my self-built campervan, currently situated in
Brighton UK with my girlfriend, Charlotte She's the driver - and she's awkward on camera! We're
both working to save up before we hit the road for our travels in April. Big changes as I am
going it solo. Since Oct Channel youtube. Since Sep Channel youtube. About Youtuber We are a
husband and wife couple enjoying the van life. Instead of always being on the road we love our
'normal' city life, which just happens to be us living in a van. About Youtuber pound
goldendoodle. Newly retired delivery driver on a quest to never see winter again and travel new
roads! Follow our adventures! Vanlife on hold temporarily while I beat stage 4 Breast cancer.
Then, back on the road to pick-up my dog and continue my Vanlife! I'm a digital nomad. I'm a
sponsored athlete. I'm one of those new fangled millennials. I'm sharing videos of my build out
and some of the adventures this life takes me on. Hope you enjoy! Since Jan Channel youtube.
Australia About Youtuber Sharing vanlife stories from around the world. United States About
Youtuber Hi everyone! Ron here, welcome to my channel of my adventures living in my Chevy
Express van full time starting out in January I will be stealth camping, urban camping,
boon-docking, traveling the United States and doing daily Vlogs of my experiences on the road
in this beautiful country. Since Dec Channel youtube. Spain About Youtuber We live an
alternative lifestyle, having fun and adventures. We want to share the fun with you guys. United

States About Youtuber I will be sharing my journey from rock bottom to moving into a mini van
and reconnecting with my amazing wife and partnering with her to bring love and life to this
world. I am now a published author and want to share with you what it takes to start and run
your own business from the road. United Kingdom About Youtuber Transporting you to a nicer
place Join me virtually as I travel around the British Isles in my camper van visiting historic,
picturesque, remote, and remarkable places, whilst you watch from the comfort of your own
home Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and
youtube channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on
Feedspot using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds
them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness ,
social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Top Van Life Youtube
Channels. Submit Your Channel. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over
25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche
categories. For Youtubers Submit Channel. Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. Previously
going by the name VDubVanLife, we've evolved to include many different aspects of our lives
and travels, as well as other fantastic people we meet along the way. United States About
Youtuber Welcome to our channel! Our channel is all about van life, RV living, and travel. We're
Joe and Kait. We travel full time in a camper van and share our journey and what life is like
living in a van. United States About Youtuber Join my adventure and get videos on vehicle
dwelling, travel hacks and advice, badass locations, or to simply watch the process of my van
build! Sometimes we are on top of the world and sometimes we want to quit it all. Come and join
us and see why, or else sit back and start enjoying our travel series United States About
Youtuber In the midst of an exciting adventure that all started with the seed of an idea to be able
to travel and sustain an adventurous life on the road in the digital age. The perfect spot for van
enthusiasts, van life and van lifestyle. Explore stories and reportages where extraordinary
people and professionals are portraited with their best co-workers Since Aug Channel youtube.
United States About Youtuber A digital nomad and filmmaker, Dylan has been making
documentaries about the people he meets along his journey, focusing on alternative living
environments. He's made films about converted vans, tiny homes, off-grid homes, even a home
made from a jetliner in the woods of Oregon. Australia About Youtuber Hi! We are a traveling
family of 3 currently living the Van life exploring our beautiful home country, Australia. But
expect a bunch of other stuff too. My channel is all about 4x4ing, off-roading, overlanders,
touring, adventures and camping. Hoping to inspire others to explore. United States About
Youtuber Out of desperation, due to health problems, I moved into a rebuilt van when Have
been on the streets for 7 years, learning how to live efficiently on the streets of california. I have
had 13 different vehicles, 2 RV's and a Van. This channel is made to help people who are new to
vehicle living. Nate Murphy's travels and adventures includes van life, climbing, creative
projects and adventure travel. Germany About Youtuber Hello to all the beautiful souls out
there! I'm a little adventurous, curious, positive girl who has an extrem urge to travel the world
to learn about culture, lifestyle and the food. We converted our own Sprinter van and have hit
the road for full time adventure and fun. If you want to love your country, ride your bike across
it. If you want to know what its like to leave the , follow your passion and live in a self built
campervan - then this is the channel for you! This channel is dedicated to my dream of living a
simple adventure filled life. I converted a cargo van to a camper van that I live out of full time.
Follow along as I find my freedom and happiness through living a simple and adventure filled
life. United States About Youtuber Hey everyone! This channel is about my life as I travel
around the country living out of my Honda Element. I have been inspired to live my dream life
on the road and I hope to inspire others to get out there and live free! Los Angeles, CA About
Youtuber We are an adventure-loving couple who has been making videos and traveling the
world by van for the past 3 years, embracing the unknowns, living simply and exploring the
roads and trails of America Canada Europe! For our honeymoon we flew to England 5 days after
our wedding and purchased the 'Howlin' Yoweller,' a converted Ford Transit that we now call
home. Our natural curiosity led us to change our lifestyle, join forces and to tell a life out of the
ordinary on social networks, giving to everyone the possibility to experience the 'wander- spirit'.
United States About Youtuber Heyyy everybody! Thanks for checking out my channel. Follow
me and my two little dogs Martini and MaeMae as I work and live out of my rv's. I am not
currently full time but I have full timed over 12 years. I now travel and stay in my rv's at least a
week out of the month. About Youtuber Retired cop, animal lover, full time van dweller. Medical
retirement after 20 years due to Multiple Sclerosis, could not afford to travel so sold my house
and moved into a cargo van, which I 'built' out. A very simple build that anyone can do. Loving
life with no stress or anxiety. On this channel we are chasing creativity and inspiring the world
to just be who they are. About Youtuber We're attempting to visit every country in the world.

We're a married couple from the UK. In we decided life is too short so we decided fulfil our
dream of travelling full time. We quit our jobs, sold all our stuff and rented out our house. We
have been travelling full time ever since. Our ultimate goal is to visit every country in the world
in either our van 'Trudy', an overlander or with just a backpack. I have currently have a few
series. The first is informative and in depth van dwelling specific videos. I also feature
adventure vlogs where I chonical my travels, and balance entertainment and inspiration. I am
also an amateur photographer and film maker and being self employed means the work never
really stops BUT it does also mean I get to free up some time here and there for some fantastic
adventures. My channel is about DIY and exploration, follow me and my campervan conversion
to the ends of the earth and you will get to learn how to build you own conversion and watch me
explore the world!! Canada About Youtuber Canadian nomad sailing full time with my dog
Champ. About Youtuber Traveling the country in a converted van seeking out new
Neighborhoods to explore. United States About Youtuber Howdy! I'm Tom and I left the rat race
to live full time in a Roadtrek Campervan that I modified with the latest gadgetry so that me and
my faithful sidekick 'Odin' my cat can comfortably dry camp for extended periods off the grid.
About Youtuber We are a couple with 2 dogs based in Andalucia, Spain who share a love for
creativity, film making, travelling and exploring new places. We are travelling around Europe
over the next 2 years in our campervan Vinny. Making creative short videos to document our
adventures and hopefully inspiring others to do the same. I typically upload videos when I have
internet connection and time to record something useful. This channel is a place where you can
come with me and take a glimpse of my van dwelling journey, the good, the bad, and the ugly,
My natural hair journey, The struggles, the laziness, and what works for me, or doesn't work,
while living in a van. Finland About Youtuber We are a couple living in a van full time and
travelling trough Europe. We mainly do boondocking and wild camping. We have a self
sufficient van with solar panels and everything that we need to live happily off grid. I'll be
showing you how I live green and clean in less than sf on the road. I'm passionate about green
building, minimalist living, vanlife, organics, and essential oils. Through our channel we share
with you guys our adventures as well as some helpful mechanical tips and product reviews as
well as a cool web shop were you can buy cool Syncro and Westfalia t-shirts, Westfalia roof
lights and replacement parts as well as a whole number of other cool things. This is our life, this
is CampervanCulture. About Youtuber Off-grid anarchist van-dwelling nomadic adventurer punk
is donated a point-and-shoot camera, proceeds to make indie docs about life on the other side
of society. Watch the trials and tribulations of blazing one's own life-path regardless of what
people say about it. Self converted LDV Luton van. Vlogging, blogging and film making along
the way. About Youtuber Subscribe to this channel to get more videos on van life. United States
About Youtuber Hello, welcome to our channel. Come along as Sheldon our turtle explores the
US. United States About Youtuber My main goal with this channel is to demonstrate that we are
all unique individuals and there is no right or wrong way to live, there is just what is right or
wrong for each of us individually. This channel is also intended to explain why I choose to live
in a van. Also to answer why I chose my van and why I do not intend to travel, thus the name
Static. This was our second time around living in a vehicle. However, our Honda Element van
life has just ended and we are about to start another new chapter in life. United States About
Youtuber One guy, tired of the work life, decided it was too much effort to kill himself. United
States About Youtuber I got rid of almost everything I owned, bought a van, and decided to
follow my dream which is traveling the country and the world, documenting every step of the
way bad and good. The new journey starts now and I am ready to document it and share it with
the world. After two years of living full time in our van, we decided to venture in to the world of
YouTube vlogging. Join us as we explore every country in Europe and follow our incredible
journey right here. We love sharing our experiences both as digital nomads and for living in a
van. We share our highs and lows, unusually beautiful sights we've seen - plus tips on how we
live our lifestyle. Watch my progress building my camper van, thanks again. But first! I have to
restore the van The paint work now matches the bricks on my house. About Youtuber Hello, and
welcome to my youtube channel! This channel will be a vlog of my day to day activities. Its main
focus will be about my experiences and thoughts about living in a stealth cargo van which I will
be building into my home. I will also do product reviews of items that I find useful and
worthwhile sharing. I also give Health tips on living a more vibrant Life, product reviews, and
show experiences in my day to day Life! Life is all about the journey, not the destination. I hope
you enjoy my videos! Stay Lost my friends! About Youtuber Personal and travel Vlog. UK About
Youtuber Hello, We are Keith and Daryl and along with our two dogs, Rum and Tor we travel
around in our converted passenger transport ambulance, making videos along the way. From
coast to countryside we try and show different things that might inspire people to visit for
themselves. We also feature other van builds to demonstrate how the same amount of space

can be made in to some amazing campervans. Any type of project that I think is beneficial for
frugal living and thinking. Eventually this will all lead to road trips across the country, stealth
camping and just exploring and adventure as cheaply as possible. United Kingdom About
Youtuber I have never done this before so it should be interesting. Australia About Youtuber
Looking inside the way inspiring van life and bus life nomads live around Australia. Check out
the different ways people live in their bus or van, how they pursue their dreams, and of course,
get some inside tips and tricks. With such a diverse community, we've been lucky enough to
have interviewed families, couples, and singles, of all ages and aspirations to get the inside of
their journey so far! About Youtuber Hey guys. My name is Anthony. I have been through
several stages of living in my minivan and finally came up with the most simplest way to live in
my minivan. Please join me as I show you how I navigate my minivan lifestyle as well as pass on
some helpful tips on how to live simple in a minivan. Denver, CO About Youtuber My name is
Tim and this is a van life channel to inspire and educate others of my version of full time van life
including DIY projects, teleworking from the mobile office, adventures, and best of all the
stories leading up to and of van life. About Youtuber My name is Tina. I left my mainstream life
on October 13, to start a new chapter in my life as a nomadic woman living the van life and
documenting my journey and adventures here. My goal is to find a higher level of health,
laughter and happiness - find my Zen - and share it all with you! On our YouTube channel, you
will experience the joy of Motorhome ownership and watch our adventures unfold. Expect fun,
laughter and cinematic films. About Youtuber Van dwelling Brandon talks about his everyday
vanlife! Germany About Youtuber In March I quit my agency job working as an international
model agent and decided to work freelance to have more freedom to travel and work from
wherever I want to. We know! We have our German Shorthair Pointer with us and can't wait to
share all our adventures with you! Cruising through here and there and everywhere. See you
out there! Vegan for Everything. Happy Nomad Since Apr Channel youtube. Portuguese writer
living in a van called Vanilda. We have lived together for more than a year now, it is a true love
story. We have been converting our adventure van nicknamed Ragnar after the series Vikings
for the past few weeks after selling our SUV. We decided to buy a medium wheel based Citroen
Dispatch to start with and see how we go on our adventures. Our long term goal is to sell
everything and the house, buy a bigger van and just pack the van and go on some adventures
around the world one day. Come along on our journey and see our amazing country. Since Feb
Channel youtube. United States About Youtuber Traveling the roads of America, capturing the
cultures outside the realm of cities. Living and working out of a Van. My son also moved into his
Van full time that day. We're still in central Minnesota working and saving money. We plan on
hitting the road in late October heading towards Arizona. Come along with me on my journey.
United States About Youtuber This is a channel showcasing my van life. I try to put up a new
video every week. Follow our adventures throughout the country- It's been 4 years and k miles
ongoing! Since Mar Channel youtube. Featuring Van Life, Music and more. About Youtuber
Van-life Crisis is about 'vandwelling' and budget travel, and van life in general. Virtual tourism,
travel logs, van 'life hacks', reviews, conversion how-tos, geocaching, and all the ups and
downs of living full time on the road! I'm on a mission to see the country in my self built
campervan and living the vanlife as I search for the best multiday backpacking locations here in
the states. I will trying to see new places, cities and towns and not just tour the country, but
emerge myself in to as many cultures as possible. Since May Channel youtube. United States
About Youtuber We live in a van and will be sharing all our fun experiences as we boondock
around the country! Follow along the van life journey! About Youtuber We're hitting the road full
time to live the vanlife! We're doing this in our Volkswagen Bus 'Babe' So follow along with us
on our adventures! We've worked hard now it's time to live a little. No regrets! Since Nov
Channel youtube. We are Carsten and Gigi from Vancouver Canada. The goal of this channel is
to share with you the natural beauty that Canada has to offer. We offer our vanlife experiences
and how we set up our van so as to inspire you for your own dreams and van builds. We also
provide honest product reviews of products we actually use and are not sponsored by anyone.
Over 4 months, I converted a retired school bus into a pimped out reclaimed wood skoolie RV.
America About Youtuber A couple and their rescue pup have lived the dream in a vintage VW
Van for nearly five years, traveling America following their passions. Videos are informational
and inspiration and aim to spark conversation and self inquiry. These are a few of our favourite
things, join us on our adventures. United States About Youtuber Welcome to FifthWheelFeel,
this channel is all about living life to the fullest and seizing every opportunity possible! Whether
you are rv living, living the van life, trying to build a tiny home, or just leaning towards
minimalism, this channel is for you! I live in my self-built campervan, currently situated in
Brighton UK with my girlfriend, Charlotte She's the driver - and she's awkward on camera! We're
both working to save up before we hit the road for our travels in April. Big changes as I am

going it solo. Since Oct Channel youtube. Since Sep Channel youtube. About Youtuber We are a
husband and wife couple enjoying the van life. Instead of always being on the road we love our
'normal' city life, which just happens to be us living in a van. About Youtuber pound
goldendoodle. Newly retired delivery driver on a quest to never see winter again and travel new
roads! Follow our adventures! Vanlife on hold temporarily while I beat stage 4 Breast cancer.
Then, back on the road to pick-up my dog and continue my Vanlife! I'm a digital nomad. I'm a
sponsored athlete. I'm one of those new fangled millennials. I'm sharing videos of my build out
and some of the adventures this life takes me on. Hope you enjoy! Since Jan Channel youtube.
Australia About Youtuber Sharing vanlife stories from around the world. United States About
Youtuber Hi everyone! Ron here, welcome to my channel of my adventures living in my Chevy
Express van full time starting out in January I will be stealth camping, urban camping,
boon-docking, traveling the United States and doing daily Vlogs of my experiences on the road
in this beautiful country. Since Dec Channel youtube. Spain About Youtuber We live an
alternative lifestyle, having fun and adventures. We want to share the fun with you guys. United
States About Youtuber I will be sharing my journey from rock bottom to moving into a mini van
and reconnecting with my amazing wife and partnering with her to bring love and life to this
world. I am now a published author and want to share with you what it takes to start and run
your own business from the road. United Kingdom About Youtuber Transporting you to a nicer
place Join me virtually as I travel around the British Isles in my camper van visiting historic,
picturesque, remote, and remarkable places, whilst you watch from the comfort of your own
home Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and
youtube channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on
Feedspot using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds
them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness ,
social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Top Van Life Youtube
Channels. Submit Your Channel. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over
25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche
categories. For Youtubers Submit Channel. Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. By using
our converter you can easily convert YouTube videos to mp3 audio or mp4 video files and
download them for free - this service works for computers, tablets and mobile devices. The
videos are always converted in the highest available quality. Please note that we can only
convert videos up to a length of 1 hour - the limitation is necessary, so the conversion of any
video will not take more than a couple of minutes. Our service is for free and does not require
any software or registration. By using our service you are accepting our terms of use. To
convert a video, copy the YouTube video URL into our converter, choose a format and click the
convert button. As soon as the conversion is finished you can download the file by clicking on
the download button. Please insert a valid video URL. Download Dropbox Convert next.
YouTube to Mp3 By using our converter you can easily convert YouTube videos to mp3 audio or
mp4 video files and download them for free - this service works for computers, tablets and
mobile devices. We hope you like our service. By using our service you are accepting our terms
of use. You can do so effortlessly on our platform with a few simple steps. That means no
software download is required, which saves you so much time. Ontiva is one such platform.
Because YouTube is a giant among all the video-sharing platforms, it is usually the preferred
website to upload and share videos with. And now, even more so, many are using YouTube to
influence, increase likes, and make money. Aside from videos, YouTube is also a platform
where people share music in video format. It is a raw format and usually contains lossless and
uncompressed audio but is still capable of holding the lossy and compressed variations. In
usual cases, a YouTube video that contains music is either already lossy and compressed. Most
uploaders choose this setup because it is the easiest way, takes the shortest time to process,
and is optimized for distribution. If the video is already using lossy compression, there is no
way that you can retrieve the initial lost data. This conversion is only for people who are
addicted to quality and if the YouTube video is initially on a file format that contains lossless
compression such as if it is on the H. Otherwise, as previously pointed out, converting from
lossy to lossless would not make any difference, but going from lossless to lossless certainly
does. With that being said, here are some attributes that you should look for in a YouTube to
WAV converter. Easy to use. The process should not be rocket science. The procedure should
be very simple that even a first-timer could navigate his way without problems. Modern
interface. This is all personal preference, but some platforms out there have not changed a bit in
10 years. Generally, we recommend using an online YouTube to WAV converter over
downloading and installing one. Using a web-based platform is a more efficient option since
you can access it using any device and takes up no hard drive space. Plus, not everybody
knows how to install software. However, the worst-case scenario if you download and install a

YouTube to WAV converter to your computer is the possibility of virus and malware infestation.
Youtube To. WAV Converter. Start Now. Set the file format output which, in this case, is WAV.
Click the Convert button. It takes a few quick moments before the file to be ready and then
clicks Download. Set the destination folder. We use cookies to enhance your experience,
analyze our traffic, and for security and marketing. By visiting our website you agree to our use
of cookies. A DIY camper van conversion can range from a few hundred dollars to thousands.
Knowing all of the possible options to put in your camper will help give you an idea of what you
want vs what you need. There is no right way to convert a van to a camper. It does not take an
expert or a skilled carpenter to build a great van. The key is to figure out exactly what you need
to make it the right one for you. Find out all the options for getting electricity, plus a
step-by-step guide for installation. The van life movement is particularly attractive to digital
nomads, minimalists, and outdoor lovers who travel frequently and camp in their vehicles. Van
lifers are nomads that travel in a camper van conversion, school bus, or converted vehicle. They
typically work online, or move between seasonal jobs throughout the year. Some people end up
living in a conversion van out of financial necessity, others build out expensive adventure
campers for transcontinental tours. Living in a camper van is not a normal lifestyle. There are a
million different ways people can live in a van. To bypass some common mistakes we
recommend asking yourself a few questions first. The freedom to travel, navigating the
unmarked roads, and spending more time in nature is the reason we chose to live in a camper.
Van life allows you to wake up alone next to hiking trails that get crowded by tourists just a few
hours later. You can work outside and then eat dinner with a view and enjoy the sunset days a
year. There are alternatives to living in a camper van. Many RV campers also come with full
bathrooms including showers and toilets. Ultimately, choosing to live in a van can be one of the
most rewarding experiences of your life. These are the reasons we chose to live the van life:. It
will cover some basic questions to ask yourself like budget constraints, mechanical abilities,
and where you plan to travel. Things like the ability to drive through parking structures, travel
with large roof toys like a kayak, and the higher price tag are just a few examples. There are
many ways you can make a standard height van more comfortable. Designing a layout that has
proper seating or packing some foam pads to save your knees on the floor are just a few
examples. Everyone should consider the cost before starting van life! Not only should you think
about the price of a build, but also the cost of living on the road. You can watch the videos, find
out where they spend their money, and decide if this is really a lifestyle you want to pursue.
Some people want to start with a fresh slate, but most will end up buying a used camper van. In
the article we wrote about buying used, we cover topics like rust, mileage, vehicle age, re-sale
value, and self-inspections. We also give tips on search terms to use when looking for a van on
craigslist. Depending on what you need, you have a few options for your conversion process.
You can convert a van yourself or hire a professional. We are not professional outfitters. We do
not offer solar installs or consultations. But we do try to provide the most accurate information
available. A lot of this is going to depend on your circumstances or travel style. Consider the
following:. As it turns out, that was a major pain. About a year into our trip, we re-built the bed
to lower it about 4-inches. That small change made all the difference and we were a lot more
comfortable moving forward. Seek examples of other van builds and make it your own. There
are only so many ways to re-arrange a camper, and no reason to re-invent the wheel. Check out
some of the posts below to see examples of our favorite van builds. No one knows every detail
before starting, but doing lots of research ahead of time will make the process go much
smoother. Adding insulation will be one of the first steps in your van build process. You can live
comfortably in a van without insulation. Most people do insulate their vans. The most common
materials to use are foam board insulation, spray foam, thinsulate, fiberglass, and wool. Each
material varies in effectiveness and some are easier to install than others. This is done with
large, sticky sheets that adhere to the walls and reduce vibrations. Not everyone chooses to
soundproof, but it does make the drive significantly quieter. Noise dampeners make the biggest
difference in large cargo vans like the Mercedes Sprinter or Ford Transit. Some people choose
to install soundproofing only in the engine compartment of their smaller vehicles. Breathing,
cooking, and simply living are all going to add vapor to the air. We do not recommend installing
a moisture barrierâ€” you can find out why here. But there are ways you can significantly
reduce moisture and prevent mold. This includes sealing up windows with mesh, and a few
other tricks. You will thank us later. When you live in a van, nothing is more noticeable than the
temperature. We recommend chasing the birds and driving north in the summer and south in
the winter. But there are other ways you can reduce the heat. Covering the windows with
Reflectix and parking in the shade are other ways of keeping the van cool in warm weather.
Keeping warm in a van is easier than staying cool. Go to sleep with a hat, and thick wool socks
on. Consider using a winter sleeping bag and cuddling up if you have a partner or dog. Then

cover the capsule with a light towel and lay next to the bottle at night. There are a few different
ways you can heat your van. Some of the most common are electric heaters, wood stoves,
portable propane heaters, or diesel air heaters. We recommend reading through our guide to
learn about the many pros and cons of each. Much of this is going to depend on your access to
power, how long you plan on running the heater, and how cold you expect the temperatures to
get. The first question we get asked when people find out about van life is where we go to the
bathroom. Gas stations, libraries, shopping malls, visitor centers, rest stops, restaurants, retails
stores, grocery stores, campgrounds, and parks are just a few of the places that have
bathrooms available to the public. Products like the luggable loo imitate a toilet, but they are
essentially just a bucket with a comfortable seat and lid. Then, you can empty it at a dump
station. These use a combination coconut coir or peat moss to break down the waste before
disposal. Composting toilets are nice because they use no chemicals. But they do take up a
large amount of space and are more expensive than the other options. We carried gallons of
water with us at any given time. Nearly every campground is going to have a water spigot
on-site, but here are some other locations you may not have considered:. They should be able
to direct you to the nearest potable water spigot. Many have water fill stations inside where you
can purchase water by the gallon. If you want to install a sink in your van, there are plenty of
options. A manual foot pump or hand pump is the simplest and requires no electricity. Some
van lifers choose to wire a volt sink pump like you would in an RV. This gives you a constant
flow of pressurized water which you can use for a shower as well. Here is a quick rundown of
the most common practices:. Using the gravity-fed water system is the simplest and cheapest
way to access water. All you need is a spigot and you can count on it working every single time.
All it takes is a pump faucet and some flexible tubing. Pressure from the pumping mechanism
will draw water up the tube and out of the faucet. They require only a few parts and if you
purchase camper-specific pieces everything should fit together nicely. The difference between a
hand pump and a foot pump is you will get a little bit more control over the water flow as well as
hands-free operation. This type of sink will make you feel the most at home and can also be
hooked up to a hot water heater to make larger installations like showers. Although an electric
sink is not the simplest to install, it still only involves a few parts and requires just a small
amount of electricity. The advantages of an electric sink include high and consistent water
pressure as well as easy operation. Despite the picture, you will most likely not be setting up a
tent in the dirt outside or getting roasted marshmallows all over your face and hands. You can
use a standard camping shower, opt for a pressurized sprayer, or install one in your camper van
conversion. Portable, 12 volt refrigerators are popular in van life. These have a low power draw
and can run off a relatively small solar system. Some people prefer using a large cooler, eating
fridge-free meals, or dining out at restaurants. Portable camping stoves, induction burners, and
even camping ovens are common options that people choose to include in their van life kitchen.
We encourage you to get creative when it comes to saving electricity. And you can save power
by frying everything in one pan, or cooking over a campfire instead of on a stove. Yes, they are
more costly than building a do-it-yourself system, but they are safe, effective, and require no
skills aside from figuring out which size generator to get. This includes basic terms, finding out
how much power you need, how to size your wires, how to get power from the vehicle
alternator, and wiring diagrams. It will also give you estimates on battery bank size, charge
controller size, and inverter size. Finally, there are wiring diagrams for the not-so-beginner.
Solar panels collect energy from the sun. We also give advice on how to get the most energy
out of your panels, and how to properly wire them. Charge controllers take chaotic energy from
the panels and turn it into usable power that can be stored in the battery bank. These are nice
because the system is already properly sized and it takes a lot of the guesswork out of
choosing parts. But, kits give you a good start to designing the system. These are necessary if
you want to charge things like a laptop, coffee pot or hair dryer. These are less common in van
life because many campers only use solar panels. But, they can be useful if you occasionally
stay at campgrounds or have access to electric hookups. The two main ways to do this are by
using a battery isolator, or with a battery to battery charger. This will help you keep your
batteries healthy and extend their lifespan. Strip lights, recessed lighting, and battery powered
lights are the most common in a camper. Few people get to experience the joys of living in a
van year round. Van life is becoming more popular and thus, more blogs and content for
vanlifers are being created. You can also find insights throughout social media. Choosing Your
Camper Van What is the best vehicle to live in? Do you need a van you can stand in? How to
buy a used camper van Stealth camping in the city advice How much does living in a camper
cost? Where to rent a camper van: try before you buy Camper van conversion companies.
Soundproofing, Insulation, and Barriers Soundproofing your camper van Three types of heat
transfer How to insulate your van Hot weather insulation tips Avoiding condensation and

moisture Camper roof sealants Mosquito and bug netting advice. Heating and cooling Best roof
vent fan for a van: Maxxair vs Fan-tastic How to install a vent fan Tricks to stay cool in summer
How to heat your van in winter Installing an air heater: Webasto vs Espar vs Propex. Van Life
Kitchen Kitchen design ideas Coolers vs portable refrigerators The best 12V portable
refrigerators Large camping coolers for van life Choosing a cooking fuel source Portable
propane stoves Adding an oven to your van 8 ways to brew coffee without electricity. Sinks,
Showers, and Hygiene How to install a camper van sink Best 12 volt sink pumps How to add a
hot water heater Where to find showers on the road Portable hot showers in-a-box Portable
washing machines. Lighting and small electronics Installing 12v lighting Backup cameras How
to get internet on the road: Cell signal boosters Mobile office inspiration volt televisions
Portable solar powered generators. Van Life Advice and bonus tips What is it like to live in a van
full-time? How to find free campsites Joining a discount camping club Planning for a long term
road trip Van life with a dog. Electrical is complicated. Our wiring diagrams show you the basic
layout of an electric system. But we do not get into details that cover every possible scenario,
and that is by design. We caution against using wiring guides for dummies. As an Amazon
associate we earn from qualifying purchases. Most outbound links are affiliate links - we may
receive commission. We are independently owned and the opinions expressed here are our
own. Written by Johnathan R. The appeal to live in a converted van while traveling the open
road has definitely risen in popularity over recent years as better and better van conversion
plans and kits have come to market. However sometimes you just want to skip the DIY plans
and go straight to the good part of enjoying the vanlife. Checkout the van conversion
companies below and visit their websites to see more in-depth the types of services that they
offer and how long it will take to complete the project. Every camper van builder is different and
many projects can take months to complete. Some of the companies below also offer
consulting services and ready made kits in case you do want to do some of your own work.
Started in by a master carpenter Ross Williamson him and his team of professional engineers
and woodworkers can but together some pretty classy looking vans. Take a look at their
website to see some of their recent van conversions. They also offer some pretty suite van
rentals if you just want to try out the van life before you go full time. Many of their documented
projects appear to be with the very common Sprinter van but they also work with a wide range
of other van models. Company website. Van Life customs is an awesome van conversion
company out of Denver, Colorado. It is a veteran owned and operated company started by a
former Marine named Dave who has built the company from the ground up through word of
mouth. They specialize in modern, rustic and unique style camper van builds. Advanture Co.
They also know that building a conversion van can be very expensive which is why they allow
you to build out your van in sections. A post shared by Van Conversion Company advanture.
Started by just two friends in their shared garage. Matt and Stephen built their first conversion
van as a need to make a long road trip more comfortable and ever since they have been going
full time outfitting some great vans with some great designs. Based in the Pacific Northwest out
of Portland, Oregon and comprised of a team of 65 van loving professionals. Outside Van can
certainly be considered a front runner when it comes to van conversions. With its founder
starting his van building career over 30 years ago. Outside Van can create full custom vans
designed from scratch but they also offer ready to drive multi-use vans. Glamper Van is
definitely one of the favorites on the list. Each build boast a queen sized bed, the option for a
mobile office setup and the capability to tow a truck. There is also a host of additional upgrade
options that can make this a fantastic camper van designed for whatever adventure you can
dream up. A post shared by Glampervan glampervan. This means you can easily remove them
and convert it back to its original design. Aspen also offers consulting services for those
wishing to do their own project. They also offer a number of rentals that can be found on
outdoorsy so that you can even try out the van before you buy it. They also offer DIY assistance
for those wanting to undertake their own van conversion. Campfyre vans creates a wide range
of custom vans tailored to the interest of their customer. From weekend excursion vans to
vanlife living they can build what you need. Collectively their team has over 15 years of van
building experience. Campo Vans has certainly completed their fair share of van conversions
catering to all different needs. They have even installed a tub in a van per a customers request.
That being said, their builds do not come cheap. Although Campo Vans has only been building
out custom conversion vans since , they have over 35 years of professional finish carpentry
experience. Cascadia Vans is a little different than your typical conversion van company. While
they do offer select custom builds, their primary focus is on selling components such as DIY CV
Modular interior kits, Custom floor kits, and roof racks. They also offer a few different interior
plans as well as completely custom build outs. A post shared by Colorado Camper Van
colorado. Colorado Adventure Vans creates completely custom build outs designed to fit each

of their clients unique needs. Another cool thing they do is 3D modeling. That way you can see
what your van will look like before you start the project so that you know exactly what you are
getting. A post shared by coadventurevans on Oct 10, at am PDT. Dirtbag Conversions is
located in the high desert of Bend, Oregon. The four main services that they offer are planning
and design, insulation, interior construction, and solar and electrical systems. They work hard
to stick to their clients budgets while still delivering their dream van. In fact they have
completed more than 15, van conversions while maintaining a strong reputation and great
customer service. Exclusive outfitters only focuses on Sprinter van build outs and conversions.
Expo Vans from Portland, Oregon produces some seriously high-quality conversions. The
employees behind Expo Vans have the knowledge and experience in Mechanical engineering
and fabrication to build the type of features you need. We love the company name and also the
conversions they build. They specialize in off-grid solar installations for Ford Transit and
Mercedes Sprinter models. Checkout a recent conversion in the photo below with the custom
shower, toilet and kitchen. Based in San Francisco Bay, the founders of GR Gear turned their
passion of overlanding into a solid conversion and custom gear contender. With over 30 years
of travel this couple knows what it takes to create a van worthy of an epic expedition. Inspired
Vans brings a much needed solution to the camper van industry. Their goal was to create
something that can be used as a daily commuter but also be ready for the weekend excursion.
Getting started on a new van conversion is pretty exciting but it can also be intimidating and
costly. If you are unsure about which direction to go I would recommend just picking up the
phone and talking with one of the experts. The van conversion companies on this list is a great
place to start since most of them are more than happy to chat with you. Search Menu. Van
Conversion Companies To Hire Checkout the van conversion companies below and visit their
websites to see more in-depth the types of services that they offer and how long it will take to
complete the project. Rossmonster Vans Started in by a master carpenter Ross Williamson him
and his team of professional engineers and woodworkers can but together some pretty classy
looking vans. View this post on Instagram. I am a well traveled Marine Corps veteran that enjoys
the outdoor and nomadic lifestyle that RV living provides. As the founder of Camperguide.
Close Camperguide. Share via. Facebook Messenger. Copy Link. Powered by Social Snap. Copy
link. Copy Copied. Whatever your budget, there are some considerations you should think
about before you look through the best vans for van life:. Keep in mind the price point I am
using for vans still in production are right out of the dealership. Want to learn even more about
Van Life? Here are our favorite articles:. A Mercedes Sprinter is considered one of the best vans
for van life, even though it has a heftier price tag than similar vans in its class. With a Sprinter
van, you can choose between two drivetrains, a diesel or gas engine, and 21 variations of the
cargo van. Mercedes Sprinter camper vans have higher-than-average off-road capabilities, are
easy to handle and boast the highest payload in their class. Sprinter vans are known for roomy
passenger quarters, high-quality materials and an abundance of safety features. The largest
cargo van offers more room than the biggest Ford Transit. Their biggest downside is their
expense. Usually, you have to take them to a Mercedes dealership if you have any problems on
the road. Examples: Want to see a Sprinter campervan in action? These are some of the best
vans to live in thanks to their roomy interiors, smooth handling and choice between 2WD and
AWD. You can also choose between a gas or a diesel engine, and three different powertrains,
two of which are new in There are plenty of safety features in the Ford Transit, including forward
collision warning and automatic emergency braking, with lots of options available as upgrades.
The interior cargo space of the largest Ford Transit is smaller than a Mercedes Sprinter, but
larger than a Dodge Promaster. Reviewers say the Ford Transit is pleasant to drive, with a
modern interior and low freeway noise. The Dodge Ram Promaster has a couple of qualities that
make it one of the best vans to live in. The Dodge Promaster comes with just one type of
engine: a 3. Other issues to think about is the Promaster lacks driver-assist and safety features
offered by the Transit and the Sprinter. These nondescript white cargo vans are often used by
construction workers, electricians and plumbers. Ford E-Series vans come with the choice of
both gasoline or diesel engines, with three different gas engines to choose from. You can also
check out how this couple converted an E on the cheap. Like the Ford E-Series, these are some
of the best vans to live in for urban stealth camping. The look of the van is also a bit outdated
â€” the last body redesign was in ! Choose between several trim options with this van. You can
even get an extended version of either the or versions, giving you more living space. Need a
little more headroom? Check out campervan rentals by owner on Outdoorsy! These van rentals
are a great way to test out a van before you buy. The Chevy Astro van is one of the best
affordable vans you can live in. These sturdy cargo and passenger vans have a cult following,
with people either jacking them up to make them off-road capable, or lowering them. Chevy
Astro vans were built between the years of and They were sold along with the GMC Safari. Both

vans are nearly identical with different names and branding. Example: See how I turned my
Chevy Astro into an off-road van. A conversion van is a Dodge, Chevy or Ford van that an
outside company turned into a luxury passenger vehicle. You can find older conversion vans
for van life for pretty cheap using Facebook Marketplace, Craigslist or Ebay. The Nissan NV is
an affordable and stealth small van you can live in. This cargo van gets great gas mileage mpg
on the highway , fits into a compact parking space and is really easy to drive. Each Nissan NV is
powered by a 4-cylinder, 2. That means it also hauls less weight than other vans of a similar
size. However, its cargo space is above average for its class, making it a great small van for van
life. The Nissan NV is the van of choice for conversion company Recon campers , which adds a
pop-top to create an even roomier interior. Did you see that awesome awning above? Check out
this article for even more amazing awnings for your campervan! The Weekender includes a
pop-top roof with a bed that can sleep two, a sliding rear bench seat that converts into a bed for
two, and and front swivel seats. You can pay for even more upgrades or do them yourself. This
Mercedes Metris has a turbocharged 2. The Mercedes Metris can carry more than the other vans
with a maximum payload of 2, pounds. But on the flip side, it is the most expensive compact
cargo van, needs premium fuel, and the extended wheelbase is more difficult to park than
smaller vans. Example: Check out these Mercedes Metris camper conversions for some
inspiration. You can get two types of engines with this small camper van, a 2. Maximum payload
on this van is 1, pounds. Think UPS or old milk delivery trucks. It was made to be driven either
sitting down or standing up. Current stepvan manufacturers include General Motors, Ford and
Freightliner trucks. Choose between a gas or a diesel engine when looking at a step van for van
life. These are also typically low-slung vans, which may not be best if you want to do a lot of
off-roading. Example: Single mom turns stepvan into adorable tiny home. Looking for more
vans with bathroom? Check this out. The Toyota Sienna is a popular minivan camper as its one
of the only brand new vans available with All Wheel Drive. The Sienna is one of the best
minivans for van life due to its roomy interior and length. However, it is the most expensive in
its class. Example : See what Oasis campervans is doing to Toyota Sienna minivans. Kristin
Hanes is a journalist who founded The Wayward Home as a place to learn about alternative
living. Read more about Kristin here. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Please read our disclosure policy for more info. Here are our favorite
articles: Curious what type of gear you should bring in your van? Here are our top picks for the
best Class B RV. Here are 4 portable toilet options to consider. Rent a Campervan! Kristin
Hanes. Pingback: 8 incredible minivan campers you have to see - The Wayward Home. A
campervan conversion kit is part custom build and part DIY campervan. You buy a van
conversion kit from a company that includes things like the campervan bed framing , kitchen,
pull-out drawers, etc. In some cases, the company does the installation for you, and you pick it
up from the factory. Van conversion kits for a campervan strike a happy medium between a
custom build and a DIY project. Check out these top campervan conversion kits so you can
start living the van life right now. You also get to choose your own fabrics and any add-ons you
want, like a deluxe RV vent fan , wheel well storage box or hideaway table, among others. You
can either install it on your own or bring it into the Wayfarer shop for free installation. This kit
includes durable insulating panels, a sturdy table that folds up against the wall, flooring, and
camper boxes with cushions. At night, these cushioned camper boxes turn into your bed. Click
here to learn more about Wayfarer vans. Adventure Wagon offers van conversion kits for both
the Mercedes Sprinter and Ford Transit campervans. Both of them start at the same price and
offer similar amenities like wiring, ventilation, insulation, upholstered interior panels. The
Sprinter van conversion kit differs in that you can sleep sideways with Flarespace Flares and
wider rear window panels. These modular van conversion kits are meant to be installed by a van
DIYer in a few weekends or by a professional shop. You can choose between a variety of
options and upgrades on these campervan conversion kits, such as a cockpit headliner, ceiling
light panel, fan kit and additional sleeping options, such as a MOAB Bed, Monk Bunks, Mule
Bags, etc. Click here to learn more about Adventure Wagon. Contravans offers van conversion
kits for a really wide variety of vans with various levels of customization. As an example, if you
have a small van, you can choose between six different layout options:. You can also choose
from a variety of add-ons such as roof racks, floor mats, awnings, bike racks and more so you
get a campervan just for you. Contra Vans is really flexible with how they do your campervan
conversion kit, so just reach out and ask. If you purchase a van through a dealer, you can add
on the conversion kit and have the van shipped right to Contra Vans in Denver, where your van
will be finished in a few days. Keep in mind these kits are not meant to be DIY. Want to learn
more about Contravans car conversion kits? Check out this post: These car camper conversion
kits will change your life. Check out campervan rentals by owner on Outdoorsy! These van
rentals are a great way to test out a van before you buy. These components are installed in your

Mercedes Sprinter camper van using factory holes and can be easily removed as needed to
convert your van back into a daily driver. ZensVans van conversion kits come with a kitchen
with bamboo cabinetry, upper and bedside cabinets, 3-panel bed system, fold-out gear drying
rack, slide out porta potty concealer and an option to add-on bamboo ceiling, door and wall
panels. Click here to learn more about ZensVans. For real, you can turn any van into a camper
in just a few minutes with this unique camper van conversion kit. The really cool thing about the
Ququq boxes is that it can turn almost any type of vehicle into a camper. Just fold down the
back and middle seats, put the box in your trunk and spread open the mattress. Learn more
about Ququq boxes here. Freeway Camper Kit is a Canadian company that wants to help get
your car on the road â€” and fast. Keep in mind these prices are Canadian dollars, so will be
cheaper for U. The kit comes with a kitchen counter and sink, water pump, batteries, freshwater
tank, grey water tank, thermoelectric cooler, foam mattress, and much more. Click here to learn
more about Freeway Camper Kit. Trail Kitchens originally started out with modular kitchens you
could easily pop into any van, but recently expanded to offer a variety of van conversion kits.
You can a van kitchen, Jeep kitchen, sinks and showers, stoves and ovens, water systems and
wheel well cabinetry. The Wheel Well Cabinets are also really cool; you can add on a 3-panel
bed which quickly converts your van into a sleepable camper. Love to cook outside? Some of
Trail Kitchens van kitchens can be used both inside and outside your van, great for cooking
with a view. This DIY campervan kitchen kit has additional add-on options, including a hot water
heater for hot showers and cleanup. This removable kitchen pod has places to organize your
utensils and camping gear, all in one place. Click here to learn more about Trail Kitchens.
A-based Happier Camper has developed the Adaptiv System for vans â€” a modular, lightweight
camper van conversion kit that can be installed easily and changed around. Each item is
stackable and slots into the grooves of the 1. You can move around the floor panels to create
the perfect interior for your home on wheels. Some of the Adaptiv components include a table, a
bunk bed that turns into a couch, a kitchenette, a toilet, and more. I asked the author this
question myself as I bought the book to help me with my Chevy Astro. Remember, so much of
this info can also be used on a small camper van, or any type of van, really. I even bought it to
read over for my Chevy Astro van! You can choose anything from an expensive interior
conversion kit for a Mercedes Sprinter van to a cheaper minivan conversion kit with just a bed
frame and pull-out drawers. These companies offer high-quality kits that can be installed in a
campervan in a matter of minutes or days. More stories about building a van:. Kristin Hanes is a
journalist who founded The Wayward Home as a place to learn about alternative living. Read
more about Kristin here. I personally can not see installing cabinets or the like in my van for
living. It is to much extra weight and takes up to much room,where you can lust place
everything in plastic tubs and slide them under the bed. This is more economical gas wise.
When living in a van, expenses and extra space are essential. I usually go to the big box stores
for recommendations and supplies. Home Depot, etc. My boyfriend said the same thing! He
thought these conversion kits looked too heavy. Please let us know how you made out. I am
also concerned about all the weight that comes with these conversion kits and the toll they will
have on the gas. Maybe a google search? Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Please read our disclosure policy for more info. Photo: Wayfarer Vans.
Our Pick. Tutorials for electrical, water and propane Van layout ideas and diagrams Written by
van life couple. Photo: Adventure Wagon. Rent a Campervan! Photo: Trail Kitchens. Kristin
Hanes. Home Depot, etc Reply. Thanks Reply. Pingback: How to do an awesome camper van
conversion, DIY or custom-build. Pingback: 13 kitchen essentials for a campervan - The
Wayward Home. Pingback: The best campervan gear in to start living the van life. Pingback:
These car camper conversion kits will change your life - The Wayward Home. Pingback: Van life
couple leaves 'burbs for the open road - The Wayward Home. Pingback: Honda Element
Camper: Why this rig has a cult following. Vanlife is entirely what you make of it. And nowhere
is that more true than the van you live in. But no matter what vehicle you hashippve or can
afford, living in a van is ultimately about freedom, rebelling against the typical, and enjoying life
on your own terms. This page is all about helping you, future vanlifer, choose your van, plan
your design, install creature comforts like electricity and plumbing, and actually build out the
interior of your DIY campervan conversion. Choosing a van is your first important step when
taking the leap towards living in a van. There are many types and models of vehicles out there,
and the best one for you really depends on your needs and wants. Some vans are better for
extra space, some are better for stealth camping, some are more cost-effective. But if you want
something already converted that will take minimal work to get on the road, there are options
for that, too. This should give you a good idea of what to look for, and we also have more
detailed descriptions of these vehicles and more further down the page. Volkswagen campers
are by far the most iconic vehicles in the vanlife community. Westies are just plain awesome.

Many of them also have pop tops, which add a ton of extra headroom when parked and even let
you sleep two extra people. Well, for starters, they can take a chunk out of your wallet. Since
vanlife has been gaining in popularity, the price of old Vanagons has risen along with it. Even if
you find a cheap Westy hiding out in a garage somewhere, be prepared for frequent
breakdowns and expensive mechanical headaches unless you spend the cash to fully rebuild it.
This is also what some people really like about Vanagons. These vans are especially known for
their interior height, long wheelbase, and boxier shape â€” making them ideal for building out a
spacious, functional living space. If you want the ultimate vehicle to customize for your DIY van
conversion, the Sprinter is the van for you. They have enough headroom even for tall people to
stand up, and enough interior space to design any kind of layout. They also typically have
diesel engines, which means greater fuel efficiency and engine life many diesel Sprinters have
been known to make it past , miles. However, Sprinters are a lot more expensive than other
options. It can be tough to find anything reasonably priced with less than , miles. For the
Mercedes Sprinters, parts are more expensive and it may be difficult to find mechanics that
have experience working on them this is less of an issue with Transits and Promasters. There
are some variances in the features and reliability of different model years, and differences
between the Mercedes Sprinter, Dodge Sprinter, Ford Transit, and Dodge Promaster â€” so
make sure to do your research. The Sprinter RV Conversion Sourcebook is an incredible
resource on all things Sprinter and van conversions in general , and it goes over all the options
in detail. If you have the money to spend on a decent Sprinter, there are few better vehicles out
there. Cargo vans are ubiquitous and their base designs have barely changed for decades.
People tend to buy cargo vans for work and hold on to them for years, so many vans on the
market can be pretty beat up. Although you can find inexpensive cargo vans in good condition,
it can be tough to find anything with lower mileage â€” so be prepared for all that comes with
owning a higher mileage vehicle. But if you want to do a lot of stealth camping in cities, a cargo
van is your best option. The Gnomad Home van of choice. Conversion vans have some pretty
sweet built-in amenities, including high-tops for extra headroom. You can also find these vans
for pretty cheap. However, there are some downsides. The weird shape and fiberglass
construction of most high tops also make it more difficult to install solar panels , a ceiling , or
anything else on the roof. Still, with the high top and low cost of conversion vans, they offer the
best combination of affordability, versatility, and space of any van out there. If you have the
money for a newer one, you can find campers built on a Sprinter vehicle base. Like conversion
vans, these vehicles are typically not daily drivers, so with some looking you should be able to
find older low-mileage campers in decent condition. Most manufacturers use cheap i. In many
ways, skoolies are the ultimate in mobile living. Skoolies do have significant drawbacks,
however. If something goes wrong mechanically, it can be much more expensive to fix than a
normal vehicle. Also, the sheer size of these vehicles means the gas mileage is much worse
than other options. Truck campers, sedans , Honda Elements , camper trailers, old ambulances,
box trucks, sail boats, even bicycles â€” people are hitting the road and living nomadic
lifestyles in all types of rigs. And many of the ideas and principles used in custom van builds
easily translate to other types of vehicles. We think that vans are awesome, but just know that if
you have the desire to live this lifestyle, you can make it work with just about anything. One
option is to try renting a van for a short trip. This can be a great way to get a feel for the vehicle
and get some ideas for your build. Planning the layout of your new home is one of the most
exciting parts of building a van. But laying out your van effectively also takes forethought and
some careful planning. You need to figure out how best to cram everything you need into a
small space, all while keeping it comfortable and livable. Designing your layout with an eye
towards multiple uses for everything will help you include all the functionality you need while
still creating a comfortable and inviting space. But there are quite a few tried-and-true layouts
that work well in different situations. Even if you go your own way, exploring different layout
ideas is a great way to get inspiration. This is the layout we have in our van. The Westy version
of this layout features a futon-style bed that flips up into a couch during the day, and full-height
storage along one side. This layout is a simple all-around performer, but its biggest strength is
all the storage space underneath the fixed bed platform. We keep four instruments, backpacking
gear, workout equipment, tools, a spare solar panel, extra water, books, and our AGM batteries
under ours. But if you have a lot of larger items to store, a fixed rear bed platform is probably
your best bet. These layouts typically feature a lengthwise bed that functions as a couch during
the day and pulls out into a wider bed at night. The middle of the van is open from front to back,
with the bed and storage on one side and the kitchen unit on the other. This type of layout is
great for organization and easy access to your things. You can have shelving and cabinets
down both sides, and store more stuff underneath your bed. This layout combines the best of
the first two floor plans. The back of the van functions as a dining area with spacious table

during the day, then converts into a bed at night. Some van builders set the dinette on a raised
platform with storage underneath. This type of layout offers tons of storage space though not
as much as fixed platform layouts and easy organization. Many DIY campervans have kitchen
units that are directly behind the cab, sealing it off from the rest of the van. These layouts offer
increased privacy and stealthiness, especially if you completely wall off the cab, and open up
some space in the back of the van. This layout can be paired with a lengthwise bed, fixed bed,
or convertible dinette bed. You can also place your propane and water connections right by the
door, making refill easier. But it does allow for a lot of creativity with the rest of your floor plan
and has a lot of stealth camping benefits. You can easily flip any of these layouts around left to
right or front to back and still make a functional van. Behind the cab or in the back? It all
depends on what you care about most. Putting your kitchen by the side door could simplify
refilling your water and propane tanks. Right behind the cab makes your van more private, while
all the way in the back is a different twist on most van layouts out there. Some vanlifers even
have kitchens that pull out of the trunk on drawers for cooking outside. How do you go about
making them into reality? The first step is to draw out your ideas. The easiest way to do this is
with a pad of graph paper , a mechanical pencil , and a ruler. Some vanlifers even construct
full-scale mockups out of scrap wood and cardboard. If you have the extra time, this will really
help you iron out any issues before you start actually building. Computer-based layout tools
like SketchUp are another option for planning your van build. It has a bit of a learning curve, but
there are some great tutorials out there going over how to use SketchUp to design your van. A
bathroom setup is something you may think you need at first, but there are a lot of tradeoffs
that in our opinion make installing a bathroom just not worth it:. Most campgrounds including
many free National Forest and BLM campgrounds have some sort of bathroom situation. This is
where an emergency pee bottle comes in handy. Many vanlifers hold on to old yogurt
containers for this purpose. Just make sure not to use it for drinking! Installing a full-blown RV
toilet and blackwater tank is generally too expensive and complex for the typical van build, but
there are some portable options:. Again, we really think having a toilet in your van is
unnecessary â€” there are bathrooms all over the place, and there are better ways to use the
space. But if you want more information on putting a toilet in your van, this page from Build a
Green RV is an excellent resource. This is easier for some than it is for others. And there are
others like us who are totally fine going a week or two without a shower. Whatever your shower
preferences, there are tons of options for taking a shower on the road, from portable systems
you can bring with you to inexpensive public showers. Here are some of the most common:.
Having electricity on the road is essential, especially if you want to refrigerate food, see at night,
and do computer-based work on the road. How much power do you use? What kind of solar
panels should you get? How much does all this cost? What do you really need to get started?
How do you install everything? We had absolutely zero experience with electrical work before
we built our van, but we found a ton of really helpful information out there on the internet. We
even wrote a detailed post about how we wired our electrical system that walks you through
everything we did. If you have any electrician friends, this might be a good time to bribe them
with beer. Kits come sized as small as watts one panel and as large as watts four panels.
Whatever you go with, we highly suggest getting an MPPT charge controller, which are a little
more expensive but much more efficient than PWM charge controllers. If you need more
charging power, you can always plug additional solar panels into the system. They last much
longer, charge faster, and can be fully discharged without damage. Battle Born batteries are
made in the US, and designed specifically for mobile living and off-grid dwellings. Check out
our epic guide to vanlife solar and electrical for additional recommendations based on your
needs and budget. If you only have a few hundred dollars to spend on electrical, we recommend
starting with a good battery, battery isolator , and inverter. This will be enough to do basic
things like charge phones and computers. You can always add more batteries and solar power
down the road. The system works great and keeps us charged up, especially since we added a
battery isolator. If the idea of wiring your own system is a bit too intimidating and you have a
larger budget to work with, then buying a self-contained system like the Goal Zero Yeti is an
option. The Yeti features a ah lithium battery, solar charge controller, inverter, and outlets all
contained in one unit. While this system is dead simple to install and operate, the big downside
here is cost. For about the same price as a Yeti, you can buy a complete system with greater
capacity. If you find yourself in overcast climates or heavily forested areas for an extended
period, solar panels alone may not be enough to keep your batteries fully charged. So we
installed a battery isolator to help supplement our solar panels. Since we installed our isolator,
our batteries are almost always fully charged. These units can charge lithium batteries and are
programmed to deal with the changing voltages of modern alternators. You can always add
solar later if you need it. While we think a battery isolator and a watt solar ki t provide more than

enough power for most vanlifers, some people may want additional ways to generate electricity
and charge up their batteries. These units take 20A or 30A power input, and also include a
built-in pure sine wave inverter for running your sensitive electronics. You can either run a
cable inside, or attach a power inlet to your van like this 20A power inlet or this 30A power inlet.
This generator from Champion Power comes highly recommended, and it can produce enough
electricity to run a 15, BTU RV air conditioner. Generators take up a lot of space, so you might
want to hitch it to the back of your van with a cargo hitch attachment. LED lighting is basically
the only choice for your van build. The style of lights you pick comes down to personal
preferences, but they should be LED and able to work on a 12V system. We have LED puck
lights in our van. We have six puck lights in the main living area that are controlled by one
switch, and two more over the bed that run off a separate switch. Of all the LED lighting options,
puck lights are the most difficult to install. We have full instructions for installing LED puck
lights in our epic electrical post. LED strip lighting is another way to put simple and attractive
lights inside your van. Strip lighting is typically sold in 5 meter This type of lighting produces an
even glow throughout. Another option some people use for lighting their vans is LED Xmas
lights. Installation is simple the wiring is similar to installing strip lighting , and the visual effect
is striking â€” a bit more rustic and fun. Running lights at full brightness also consumes a
whole lot more power than running them at a lower intensity. We strongly recommend wiring
your LED lights to a dimmer switch so you can control the brightness. We wrote a detailed blog
post about our electrical system that includes instructions on wiring and installing 12V LED
puck lights and dimmer switches. So what is the best way to insulate a DIY campervan? Below,
we go over everything you need to know about insulation, the different products out there, and
how best to use them. Radiation is heat transferred through air or a vacuum- think the heat
radiating off of a fire. In a van, the biggest source of radiant heat is your windows. Sunlight
radiant heat shines in through the windows and heats up the inside of your van. Using a
reflective window covering will help deflect radiant heat and keep your van cool. Reflective
surfaces also help keep radiant heat inside the van during the winter. Conduction is heat
transferred across solid surfaces- think touching a hot stove. The heat inside your van is
conducted through the solid surface of your walls and ceiling. The third type of heat transfer,
convection , means that hot air naturally rises to the ceiling. Because of this, insulating your
ceiling is most important for keeping your van warm. If you can spare the height, we
recommend using thicker insulation on the ceiling. There are many different types of insulation
material out there, and some are a much better choice for vans than others. We generally
recommend two insulation schemes, depending on your budget and your priorities:. We plan on
using it in the near future for van build 2. Rigid foam board is cheap, easily available, and
effective. Rigid foam board products are also derived from petroleum, and some products may
have environmental concerns associated with them. Condensation can be a big issue when you
live in a van. Most other types of insulation either soak up moisture or may cause it to become
trapped, creating problems down the road. The downsides to Havelock Wool are availability and
cost. Rigid foam board is an excellent choice for insulating a van conversion. You can also use
foam board to insulate your door panels. For floor insulation, extruded polystyrene foam board
is a good choice. There are two widely-available types of foam board insulation that we
recommend: polyisocyanurate polyiso and extruded polystyrene XPS. We do not recommend
using expanded polystyrene EPS. Polyiso is a bit more expensive than other foam board, but it
has the highest R-value per inch at R Polyiso should be your first choice of insulation for the
walls and ceiling of your van. XPS has very high compressive strength, which means you can
stand on it without damaging it. Expanded polystyrene EPS is an open-celled foam board think
styrofoam that is the cheapest of all the foam boards. It insulates less than XPS R-4 per inch ,
and the gaps between the foam cells allow moisture to penetrate, which degrades the insulation
over time. Polyiso and XPS are much better choices for a slightly higher cost. Making sure any
holes in your insulation are sealed off and filled helps your insulation really do its job. Great
Stuff Gaps and Cracks spray foam insulation is the best way to fill in any space around your
foam boards, and to insulate any hard-to-reach spots. It is possible to insulate an entire van
with nothing but spray foam. Foam board insulation is much cheaper, easier to install, and
insulates nearly as well. Some diy van converters have used Great Stuff as the adhesive to glue
polyiso boards to the inside of their vans. Fiberglass insulation is great for insulating door
panels. The inside of your door panels are usually covered up dead space, and filling them with
fiberglass batts is a cheap way to insulate your doors really well. And, fiberglass is definitely
not something you want to breathe in or get on your skin. Anywhere you do use fiberglass
should be fully covered to prevent particles from getting into the air. Reflectix is essentially a
sheet of bubble wrap covered in reflective foil. It definitely has its uses in a van conversion, but
most people have a fundamental misunderstanding of how Reflectix works. This is the case

because Reflectix is a radiant heat barrier, and when you put it right up against your van walls
the foil cannot reflect back radiant heat remember, radiant heat is only transmitted through air
or a vacuum. If there is not an air gap, the insulating power of Reflectix is very low. In the
summer months, your windows will be one of the primary ways that heat gets into your van.
Because of its reflectivity, Reflectix works great as a window covering to reflect radiant heat
away from your windows. We do not recommend using Reflectix to insulate your walls or
ceiling. Without an air gap, the R-value of Reflectix is about R Most of the radiant heat entering
your van comes in through your windows. To help mitigate this, we made insulated window
curtains using Insul-Shine reflective batting and dark blue fabric sewn together. Like Reflectix,
Insul-shine features a reflective surface that reflects radiant heat. Our curtains are also
reversible, so they help out in both hot and cold weather. On cold days and nights, we turn the
reflective side inwards to prevent radiant heat from escaping. If you have leftover Reflectix, you
can easily make your own reflective windshield covering. This awesome piece of equipment
permanently mounts on either side of your windshield and accordions out when you need it â€”
simply pull the two sides to the center of the windshield, where they attach together with heavy
duty velcro. And we have beat ours up over the years, and it still looks and functions like new.
You absolutely need a vent fan when you live in a vehicle full time. Your vent fan will help keep
your van cool and free of condensation, and the airflow is a lifesaver in hot weather. Vent fans
start with basic, no-frills, three-speed units and go all the way up to expensive fans with
thermostats, rain sensors, and remote controls. Maxxair also makes a version of the Maxxfan
Deluxe with a remote control. This is what we have on our van. The Fan-Tastic Vent has all the
bells and whistles, including 14 speeds, reversible airflow, thermostat, remote control, and rain
sensor. The Fan-Tastic Vent will definitely do the job, but if you have a little more to spend we
recommend going with the Maxxfan Deluxe. Sometimes you need a bit more air circulation than
you can get with a vent fan. This fan has three speeds, low power draw 1. There are cheaper 12V
fans out there, but generally the cheaper the fan the more power it draws. Check out our blog
post on installing our vent fan for step-by-step instructions:. We wrote an epic guide to setting
up solar and electrical in a van build that should get you started. The best options are the most
expensive. And if you try to save money with a DIY refrigerator setup, you could end up
spending a lot of time on installation. Not to mention the constant pain of dumping melted ice
and dealing with water-logged food. Investing in a refrigerator for your van means you can store
vegetables, meat, dairy products, and even beer. It means you can save money by cooking in
your van, all while eating healthy fresh foods instead of processed meals. And if you have a
good solar power system , you can keep your food cold with nothing but sunlight. They can run
off 12V power or regular V. They keep your food as cold as you want, and they can operate as
either a fridge or a freezer. The best 12V fridges use highly-efficient compressors that have very
low power draw 0. There are some downsides â€” especially cost. This is by far the most
expensive van refrigeration option by a few hundred dollars. Some may find it difficult to
organize food effectively with the top-open design. But in our minds the energy efficiency and
ruggedness of these fridges win out over other concerns. Here are the top fridge choices for
your van:. This is a great little fridge that many vanlifers happily own. It also has a nifty
side-open lid, which makes it a lot easier to open with a lower clearance. Another big benefit of
this fridge is cost. It has many similar features, including an automatic low-voltage shutoff to
help save your battery. And it has some advanced features of its own, including the ability to
control the temperature via a wifi app. The CFX3 is also very energy efficient â€” in our research
for our epic post on 12V fridges , we found that it is the most efficient fridge on the market. If
you need more or less capacity, Dometic CFX fridges also come in a variety of other sizes ,
including some that are double-zoned. Dometic generally makes excellent products â€” they
own the venerable Fan-Tastic brand of vent fans , and also make the ORIGO Alcohol stove that
we recommend, among other things. The ARB fridge is extremely rugged, and features
powder-coated zinc steel construction for the ultimate in durability. This fridge is also very
energy-efficient, consuming less power to maintain the target temperature than competitors.
And it has an automatic shut off, so it will turn itself off if it senses your battery voltage is too
low. We find that the qt size is perfect for at least a week of food for two people, plus a six-pack
of beer. If you need more or less capacity, ARB also makes other sizes:. The big downside to
the ARB fridge is cost â€” this is one of the most expensive options. Made of durable ABS
plastic, this fridge can withstand being thrown around in the back of a van, all while keeping
your food cold and being nice to your batteries. Many people have these fridges and are very
happy with them. The big downside to the Engel is cost â€” it costs about the same as the ARB
fridge , and it has a smaller capacity. Many vanlifers, including wheresmyofficenow , began their
journey with a cooler and upgraded to a fridge down the road. There are two types of coolers
out there: passive coolers your typical Coleman or Yeti cooler and 12V thermoelectric coolers.

These are just your standard coolers that keep food and drinks cold using regular infusions of
ice. This is by far the cheapest option. Passive coolers work just fine for vanlife, but they have
the added headache of needing to be replenished with ice every few days. The Engel ENG65 is a
quart cooler that can keep ice for up to 10 days, and costs less than marketing-heavy brands
like Yeti. If you just need something cheap to throw in the back of your van so you can hit the
road, the Coleman Xtreme is a great choice. Thermoelectric coolers like the Coleman PowerChill
plug into a 12V outlet and will keep your food cold without ice. Thermoelectric coolers also draw
a lot more power than a 12V fridge, so take that into consideration when planning your electrical
system. With a little electrical ability and some patience, you can convert a regular V mini-fridge
or freezer into a 12V refrigerator. Doing this could be complex and time-consuming, but it will
get you a true refrigerator for a fraction of the cost of buying an ARB or Dometic fridge. Any
kind of stove will give off at least some fumes. Note: Unfortunately, Dometic has discontinued
the Origo stove. From what we understand, this is due to denatured alcohol not being readily
available outside the US. No, we will NOT sell you ours! We will update our recommendations
once we can fully evaluate other options. It runs on denatured alcohol, which you can find by
the gallon at most hardware stores and Walmarts, and some camping stores. The Origo is dead
simple to use. To light the stove, you turn the knob to fully open and stick in a lighter. And
denatured alcohol is cleaner-burning and produces fewer fumes than propane â€” which is a
huge plus when cooking inside a van. But our stove still heats up quickly, cooks well, and does
everything we need it to do â€” all while giving us safety and peace of mind. You can use the
Coleman Classic both inside and outside your van. The downsides include everything that
could go wrong with using propane in an enclosed space, especially explosive fumes and
carbon monoxide make sure you have a CO detector. And buying 1-lb fuel canisters gets
expensive after awhile. Having a larger tank is cheaper, but introduces more failure points into
the system. Built-in cooktops are significantly more expensive than portable stoves. Installing
them could be complicated , including adding plumbing to connect your cooktop to its fuel
source. They also eliminate the freedom to take your stove and cook outside. But if you want
your DIY campervan to really feel like a home, a nice countertop with a built-in stove goes a
long way. Oven units can get expensive and take up a lot of space, but if you have the budget
and really want an oven here are some options:. Coleman makes a foldable camp oven that sits
on top of any camp stove. Another option is using a solar cooker. Solar cookers harness the
power of the sun to heat up food inside a reflective box. You can buy one, or make one yourself.
No matter if you just need drinking water or if you want a full-blown sink setup, having a water
source in your van is a must. Will you be cooking in your van? Do you plan on boondocking
away from civilization for extended periods? If you really want your van to feel like a home,
nothing beats having a built in sink and faucet. There are a few ways to go about setting up your
water system, and you can make it as simple or as complex as you want. But all built-in manual
pump systems share the same basic components:. We think a manual water pump is the best
choice for vanlife. We have this Whale foot pump in our van, and it works flawlessly. Whale
Systems makes excellent products primarily for marine use, but their products also work great
as the basis for van water systems. And the foot operation means that both of your hands are
free for washing. Installation is also really simple â€” just screw it to the floor and clamp on the
tubing. This is a combination hand pump and faucet that works well and is cheaper than buying
both a foot pump and a faucet. These hand pumps are good choices for a van build, but for us
the lack of hands-free operation is a big downside. It needs to be made out of FDA-approved
material to prevent dangerous chemicals from leaching into your water. It also needs to be big
enough for your needs. This will vary from person to person. At a bare minimum, humans need
0. So, our gallon water tank plus our 6-gallon portable reserve tank can keep us going in the
wild for days before we need a refill. When we started putting together our water system we
decided to look for a stainless steel tank. Fusti tanks are designed for wine storage and
fermentation â€” but they also work perfectly as DIY campervan water tanks. Our fusti tank
keeps our water fresh-tasting and chemical-free, and the large top opening makes it easy to
refill. We just fill up our 6-gallon reserve tank , dump it in the fusti tank, and repeat until full.
They come in a variety of shapes and sizes, and you can even have them custom-made if you
need specific measurements or connector locations. Depending on where you place it, you
could have to run a potable water hose inside your van, or install an exterior water connection.
Another option that simplifies filling is to position the water tank near your side door.
Polyethylene tanks work just fine and many people use them successfully. The cheapest and
easiest way to supply fresh water to your sink is with refillable plastic water containers. There
are many styles available, including jerry-can style containers , the extremely common
Aqua-Tainer , or standard 5-gallon water cooler jugs. Which one you go with really depends on
personal preference and the dimensions of your kitchen cabinets. This setup has a few

advantages. It also simplifies refilling â€” when your tank runs out, you can pull it out, refill it,
and replace it. That means no risk of spilling and no installing a water fill attachment to the
outside of your van. We have a 5-gallon clear plastic Hedpak container that our sink drains
straight down into. With 5 gallons of gray water capacity, we only need to empty it every days.
Dumping is easy â€” just remove the tank from under the sink and pour it out into an RV dump
facility or other approved area. If you use biodegradable camp soap like we do, you may be able
to dig a hole in the ground at least feet away from a body of water and away from your campsite
, dump your gray water, and cover it back up. This involves cutting a hole through your floor to
route plumbing and attaching a suitable holding tank to the underside of your vehicle. While
this is a whole lot more complex, it does open up some space under your sink for storage.
Another great option is the Dometic 2-Burner Cooktop and Sink Combo , which includes an
attached propane stove. What kind of tubing to use to connect the dots was incredibly
confusing for us at first, and it took us awhile to weigh the options and figure out the best route.
The cheapest and easiest option is to use flexible beverage tubing to connect your water tank,
pump, and faucet. Some people choose to use PEX tubing in their van builds. We tried using it
at first, and it turned out to be nothing but a headache. The trouble with PEX is that it requires
special tools and fittings for installation, which dramatically adds to the cost. If you want
running water without having to pump it yourself, you can install an electric water pump.
Electric pumps give you on-demand water flow, and can be paired with just about any faucet.
The downside is a more complex installation process , including wiring and electrical. This is
also the most expensive option. Our detailed blog post on our water system install is still in the
works. In the meantime, here are some resources that we found helpful:. This setup consists of
a standard 5-gallon water cooler jug paired with a Dolphin hand water pump , which easily
pumps out water for drinking, hand washing, and cleaning dishes. When you finish one jug, just
swap the pump onto the next one. When you need a refill, you can exchange your empty jugs
for full ones anywhere that sells water cooler jugs. Or just fill them up at your campground or
other water source on the road. Folding camp sinks are inexpensive, pack away easily, and
work perfectly for a cheap vanlife sink setup. Camp sinks come in a few different styles, from
double basin folding sinks to collapsible bucket-style basins. This is our primary method of
getting water. You can also find water refill stations at some grocery stores. If you use a
5-gallon water cooler jug in your system, you can easily exchange empty jugs for full ones just
about anywhere grocery stores, office stores, hardware stores, Walmart, etc. Developed
campgrounds and parks will have potable water spigots you can use to refill your tanks. We
always make a point to fill up whenever we stay at a campground. The AquaBrick easily filters
the nastiest water you can throw at it â€” it will even filter pool water. If you want safe drinking
water no matter the source, this is your filter. Simply fill the 4L bag with water from any source,
hang up the bag, and let gravity take over. After you insulate your new home, the next step in a
van build is installing a floor. This is an easy way to make your van look awesome â€” our shiny
faux-wood laminate floor gets a lot of compliments â€” and really makes it feel like a home. But
there are a few things to think about before laying down the floor in your van. However, we
ended up redoing our floor after a year, and we added some sound deadening material. It was
well worth it. Most vans will need 2 rolls of Noico Sound Deadening Mat to cover the entire floor.
Some vans like extra long Sprinters may need more. The subfloor provides a stable layer â€”
basically a sheet of plywood â€” for your floor to sit on. The thicker the subfloor, the higher the
cost and weight, and the more valuable interior space it takes away. Here are the pros and cons
of each:. We have laminate flooring in our van. The only downside is that our dogs have trouble
walking on it without slipping. If you have dogs, we recommend getting a laminate floor with
some texture. It comes in many different styles including wood-look and tile-look. The cost is
similar to laminate flooring. But overall, sheet vinyl is a solid choice for any DIY campervan.
Cork flooring not only helps insulate your floor. Cork comes in many different styles and colors,
and it always looks unique. But cork is expensive â€” it can cost between four and ten times as
much as laminate or vinyl flooring. It also stains and scratches easily, which is a concern living
on the road. It gets dirty easily, retains moisture, and smells. If you like the feeling of walking on
carpet, we recommend getting a nice rug or floor mat and putting it on top of your floor. Check
out our blog post on installing our floor for a step-by-step guide to laying down subfloor,
Reflectix, and interlocking laminate flooring. You can use the same material for your ceiling and
your walls, or you can mix-and-match two different materials. You can also stain and paint it any
color, or just cover it with a tapestry. Plywood comes in several different types, the most
common being pine and lauan. Lauan is cheap, it bends easily, and in our opinion its grain
pattern looks nicer than pine. This type of plywood is a great option for furniture, but we think
lauan is a better choice for your walls and ceiling. A more expensive option is to go with cedar
plywood. Paneling looks awesome â€” the cedar paneling on our ceiling is one of the defining

features of our van. And we cut ours to random lengths and stained it several colors to really
give it that mismatched, rustic look. You can typically find paneling in pine and cedar. Pine is
cheapest, looks fine, and will do the job. But if you have the skills and patience, using paneling
really adds a lot of character to any van interior. Installation can be simple or complex
depending on your van. However, you may need to add studs or nailers in some situations.
What tools do you really need for a van build? While having access to a full wood and machine
shop would be awesome, the truth is you only need a few basic tools to build your van. If we
had to choose just one saw to use on our next van build, it would be a jigsaw. No contest. Other
saws excel at cutting straight lines, but jigsaws can also cut curved lines and any other shape
you can think of. You can even cut through metal with the right blade â€” which comes in handy
when installing a vent fan. While other types of saws may be better for specific things a miter
saw is by far the best for making straight and accurate cuts on pieces of lumber , no other saw
can do everything that a jigsaw can do. Just make sure you get some high quality blades with it.
This is the next tool you should have in your van build toolkit. A good cordless drill is essential
for drilling holes and driving screws. We normally hate using caulk guns because many of them
are difficult to squeeze, but this caulk gun from Newborn is incredibly smooth and effective. A
Kreg Jig pocket hole kit is technically not essential, but we think that using one is a great way to
make strong, long-lasting joints when building furniture for your van. In fact, we wrote an entire
blog post about how pocket holes can make your van build easier. Kreg makes several kits , but
the R3 is the basic one we recommend. We also recommend picking up the Kreg Face Clamp ,
but you could just use regular bar clamps to clamp your workpieces. Your windshield is the
number one source of radiant heat getting into your van. We have Eclipse Sunshades installed
on our van. Interested in some Eclipse Sunshades for your van? This little heater can crank out
a lot of heat. Our portable buddy heater made our van toasty in a matter of minutes, and our
insulation kept much of the heat in when we slept. It uses 1-lb propane canisters, or you can
connect it to a larger tank with an adaptor. It also has safety features such as an auto shutoff if
it tips over, if the pilot goes out, or if it detects low oxygen levels. Finding reliable cellular
service and the internet that comes with it is a constant challenge in vanlife , especially if you
do computer-based work on the road. It can take a weak cellular signal and amplify it into
usable internet for web browsing and getting work done. Since we got our WeBoost , we can
camp for extended periods in more places than we ever could before â€” all because we can get
internet. The OllieRoo Extension ladder is very compact and lightweight. It easily stores in the
back of our van and extending it to get up to the roof is simple. This ladder allows us to do
things like clean our solar panels, install new antennas, and add wiring for our portable solar
panel. This is especially good for fiberglass roofs like ours, since they may not take the weight
of someone walking around on them. Our magnetic mesh bug screen lets us keep our doors
and windows open while keeping mosquitoes, flies, and other insects out. The magnetic seal
keeps your van protected even while entering and exiting. In our opinion, having one of these is
an absolute must for living on the road â€” especially in humid areas. If your vehicle has a
smaller door opening like an RV, a screen meant for a standard door will work fine. We could
only find standard door screens, so we bought two and hot-glued them together to cover up our
side door. Our Accu-Rite thermometer helps us keep an eye on the temperature and humidity
levels inside our van â€” all great information to have. This little unit can mount on screws, and
it also has handy magnets on the back. We use the magnets to stick it right onto the exposed
metal of our vehicle frame. Ventilation is extremely important in the rain. As a bonus, it also
reduces annoying wind noise while driving on the highway. The Auto Ventshade is fairly
inexpensive, easy to install, and makes a great addition to any van make sure you get the
correct one for your specific vehicle. The whole thing fits under our front passenger seat.
Definitely a useful item to have. These manuals are a wealth of information on everything from
regular maintenance schedules to removing your rear air handler unit. A road atlas is incredibly
helpful if you find yourself stuck in a dead zone without cached GPS maps. Living on the road
puts you in a wider variety of situations and environments than being stationary. It covers
primitive camping, edible plants, encountering wild animals â€” even disaster situations like
nuclear war. We have this Bulldog Car Safe hidden in our van. It holds everything we need it to.
And the way it mounts makes it difficult for anyone to remove it without the key. We have the
Coleman camp stove toaster , and we love it. The AeroPress is just plain awesome. You can
make great-tasting coffee and espresso drinks in under 40 seconds. The shorter brew time
allows you to use a finer grind, and the resulting brew is low-acid and easy on the stomach. We
make coffee a whole lot more frequently since we got an AeroPress. And with the optional
stainless steel filter , you can reduce waste and ditch paper filters altogether. This OXO palm
brush really helps us conserve water while washing our dishes. We fill the reservoir with water
and a few drops of Campsuds , and we only squeeze out what we need â€” so it takes care of

both the initial rinse and getting our dishes soapy with minimal water usage. Dirt, leaves, and
twigs get tracked into our van every day, and we need to sweep it out constantly. This mini
dustpan and brush set is our favorite tool for sweeping. We bought ours for our wood shop a
few years ago, and we had to bring it with us in the van. But now is the time to take a step back
and go on some test runs in your van. Take it out for a weekend here or there or better yet, a
week or more. Try living in it as you expect to on the road. We guarantee there will be things
that worked well in your head but not so much in reality. Luckily, we already had plans to return
to our former home soon for a wedding â€” so we stayed for a little bit longer and modified
things to work better for us. If you have the available time, taking your DIY campervan for a test
run or two is a great way to identify any problems while you still have access to tools, package
deliveries, and a place to work. Doing this might help you nail down the type of van you want, or
you might get an awesome idea for your own build. The resources on this list have a ton of
great ideas and information that will help with your van build. Included are everything from
awesome websites, blogs, and forums, to helpful Youtube videos and informative ebooks. This
is amazingly comprehensive, thank you for sharing! Hi Stephanie, so glad this was helpful!
Hope that helps! Hopefully you can tell us if this is doable or not. We are thinking of buying an
isolator, hooking that up to 2 external batteries, and adding an inverter to charge our laptops
and for other accessories. Is it possible to do that? If it is possible, what else would we need? Hi
James and Sasha, thanks for reaching out! While you can certainly power all those things and
recharge your batteries from your alternator, having that level of power usage without solar
might be challenging. Lithium has a lot of advantages over other types of batteries, but it is also
more expensive upfront. Especially if the alternator will be your primary charge source, I would
get a DC-DC charger like this one from Renogy instead of an isolator. DC-DC chargers are able
to accommodate the variable voltages put out by modern alternators, and do a better job of fully
charging a wider range of batteries, including lithium. Electrical definitely can get expensive,
but if you plan to camp out for several days then a little bit of solar can go a long way towards
keeping your batteries topped off and keeping you off grid. A basic W system is a great place to
start for most people. This is the most detailed and patient cvan construction manual I have
ever seen, thank you so much! Too practical! Did you have YouTube Channel? Hi Jade, so glad
you found this helpful! I have sail for years and for months using only a alcohol stove burning
methyl hydrate. I found it gave off more water than propane and nasty fumes if you button the
boat up. You will only button up once when burning methyl, once the choking, burning throat
and eyes kick in. Propane is a real hazard on a boat bc it is a heavy gas and will end up in the
bilge. I work for years for Bell in construction and ran a generator every day and hydraulics on a
bucket truck a few times a week in Ontario Canada. Plus we ran our truck none stop all winer
when working for heat and carried a 50 lbs portable propane tank inside the truck which
basicaly kept in a locker standing up with a 1 inch hole in the floor. Nothing beats a generator if
used at the correct time and place. The other thing I never see addressed in van life is a second
alternator or up graded alternator. Keeping in mind some lower power alternators put out more
than bigger ones at idling and bigger ones put out more while at highway speeds. Ideally having
one of each. Hi Steve, thanks for the insight. Excellent recommendations. A lot of common
sense and tips for future use. Planning ahead is very important. Thank you. I personally have an
elevator bed that makes it very easy to convert to night mode. All I have to do is remove my
Lagoona table and press and hold a button. I have dreamed of having a van since I was 13 and
now that I am 17 I am building my own van for college with the help of my mom and grandpa.
This was very helpful and I am now almost done with my van. All I have left is to move in and
get on the road. Very well written and informative. Question about the subfloor. In terms of
sealing off the edges like where the doors open up is it best to use foam there? Hi Shaun, we
covered over the edges of the flooring using metal carpet transition strips from Home Depot.
We did not use any foam or other sealant, we merely covered it with the transition strips for
aesthetics. I am building out a GMC savanna passenger van. It does take up a lot of space and I
can only use it when the van is running. Any suggestions? Hi Matt, we also had a rear air
handler unit, but ours was completely nonfunctional. Ours was in the far back corner, and we
basically built around it so that it was underneath our bed. My husband wants to do his own
build using the Ford Transitâ€¦ I want the rear full bath like in the Coachman Beyond, where can
I purchase components like this? Thanks in advance! Hi Rosanne, thanks for reaching out! I
hope that helps, and best of luck with the build! How do I go about finding a company to do the
build for me? I am a musician who does road trips and I know what I want but it appears it will
have to be a DIY conversion â€¦.. Other than that, there seem to be van converters popping up
all over the place, so perhaps Google in your local area. Another option would be asking in
vanlife Facebook groups to see if anyone might be able to help you out. Awesome site! Do you
only secure it into metal wall studs? More info on how to secure furnishing into the van would

be so helpful to me! Hi Mark, it seems I need to update this page. As for securing furniture,
screwing down into the subfloor certainly keeps things stationary, but we definitely recommend
also securing it to the van frame directly. Me and my friend are planning on doing a summer trip
around the US in a van. I was wondering if you need insulation for temperatures from anywhere
degrees F during the daytime. Hi Mackenzie, insulation is going to have the biggest impact in
cold temperatures, where it can hold heat in and make it easier to heat the inside of your van. In
hot weather, no amount of insulation is going to prevent your van from getting hot eventually.
The biggest bang for your buck in warmer weather is going to be proper ventilation a roof vent
fan is ideal , reflective window coverings, and shade either parking in shade or creating your
own with an awning setup. Great resource! What size plywood did you use to construct
cabinets and bed? Hi Tim, thanks for the kind words! We highly recommend going with a high
quality plywood, like birch or marine grade. Thanks for the reply! I saw that you just glued the
subfloor to the top of the Reflectix. Would you recommend that over the XPS? I was thinking of
using self tapping screws to secure the subfloor to the high ribs of the van floor. Hi Tim, we
used Reflectix purely to save on height while having a little bit of insulation, but Reflectix is
ultimately not very effective without an air gap. If we were to do it over again we would definitely
use XPS under our floor. As far as using screws for the subfloor, I would be concerned about
the potential for rust to develop around the screws. I am extremely excited to plan my van build.
There are so many options for everything that I am really trying to do my research. My biggest
issue and maybe someone can reply, is I have Multiple Sclerosis, so there are a few things that I
will not be able to do. One of these is hauling large bottles of water. Lifting heavy bottles of
water is not a possibility for me. There are definitely ways to design your van to work best for
you. I think in your situation, installing a fixed water tank inside your van would be the way to
go. You would basically fill this up by sticking a hose into a fill port, which you could access by
mounting the tank with easy access to either your side doors or rear doors. As far as where to
get the water, if you stay at campgrounds they should have a drinking water fill station, and in
the Western US there are many public water stations that you could use. And I hear you on the
shopping! We have found that the 1 thing that keeps us going back to town is running out of
water, but if you install a big enough water tank you can stretch it out. We carry 20 gallons,
which lasts us two people and two dogs â€” drinking and cooking only about days before we
need a refill. I wholeheartedly agree that there should be more information out there about
vanlifing with a disability. Vanlife is for everybody, and there are plenty of people with
disabilities out there on the road. Thanks for sharing all this helpful information. We bought a
Nissan Caravan with 4 double sliding windows. Is it worth a good insulation with so many
windows or not? We were keen on insulating properly but some friends dissuaded us. Hi
Antoine, thanks for reaching out! With that temperature range, it may stay fairly comfortable in
your van without doing much to it. I planned to not be in too cold or hot of temperatures either
so I did some minimal insulation just in case it ever got too cold or hot. For me, it has been very
nice to have but I also have a wood-burning stove to keep me very toasty in the winter, even
though it has never gotten below freezing. Thank you so much for compiling all of this useful
information! Best Wishes. Seriously the best resource I have found so far; better than any DIY
videos! My wife and I are looking at a van this week. Hi Tyler, thanks so much for the kind
words! We work hard to make this a helpful resource for people building out vans. Best of luck
with your journey! You all have SUCH great, detailed information. I really appreciate how easy it
is to maneuver though the website and topics and how much thought you have put into things.
In addition, I love the easy to read charts! I am thinking about doing a conversion. Any thoughts
on an electric stove top? I am considering this mostly for safety. Hi Kate, so glad our site has
been helpful! We are heavily considering one for our next build. We have some info on system
sizing in our electrical post. But propane does have the major advantage of being cheap. Hi
George, thanks for commenting! The fans help keep the temperature inside the van under
control, which is the number one thing we try to do to keep our dogs comfortable. Also, fans
used in conjunction with a cooling towel for evaporative cooling helps out a lot in hotter temps.
Hope that clarifies things! Thank you so much for writing this in easily understandable
language, especially for the electrical information. Now I understand what each component is
and what I want in my van. Using a mosquito net or a bedsheet as a mosquito barrier. That is,
get the seal by overfitting the front door. No insulation needed for temperatures above 40deg.
Have a hot water bottle i. For low temperatures, one can build a 3 sided sleeping box and drape
a sleeping bag over. This insulates just the sleeping areaâ€¦ Much more efficient. Putting a
sleeping bag on the platform keeps things warm. I think the area I sleep is usually warmer than
the roof area based on the design. I do like that you give a great roadmap for a good serious
build. But the casual and budget build is an important niche. Just get in touch. Email available
in your admin settings for this comment. I loved and then had to remove all of it because it was

a rental van. I kept the same basic layout and things that I had before. One of my friends loves
to go on road trips and he would like to buy a new vehicle to transport and live in. I like how you
said that some vans are better for extra space. I will recommend him to keep the van that he has
and to find a professional that can customize it to better fit his needs. Thanks Guys! This is a
great DIY conversion resource. Appreciate the pros and cons of all the complex aspects. You
suggest a 12V fuse box. Please also suggest a small V breaker box for shore power input to
converter, AC and outlets. Hi Tom, thanks for the kind words and for the input! Our rig does not
have shore power hookups, so our system is almost entirely 12V. We plan on updating our
website in the near future to include a wider array of electrical systems, including systems with
V shore power capabilities. Thanks again! What prevents you from making it entirely 12V? What
am I missing or why do you need the AC? This is the typical the loose filling in our pillows and
batting layers in our comforters. The loose fill is great to stuff in van wall cavities and the
batting sheets are great for the ceiling. Why I say FREE is because how I obtained these used is
by using a box cutter on discarded used sofas and recliners, VERY often found next to
dumpsters, at apartment complexes, or behind thrift stores-go after hours. The fabric of the
furniture has protected the polyfill and the loose fill is inside the pillow top designs, slightly
matted, it comes out often in one huge piece. The batting is found wrapped around the foam
seat cushions to soften their appearance for the crowned look that sells. The doors sound like a
meat locker, they shut with a solid quiet thud now. Trash is free for the taking and we are saving
it from filling up our landfills. Take care! Jim, thanks again for sharing your tips! This will
certainly help people reading this page who are looking for an inexpensive way to insulate their
van conversion. Thanks for sharing info â€¦.. Please log in again. The login page will open in a
new tab. After logging in you can close it and return to this page. Skip to content. Facebook
Post Contents. Image Qty. Upgrade Pick. Our 1 recommended battery choice. We earn a
commission if you click this link and make a purchase at no additional cost to you. Budget Note
If you only have a few hundred dollars to spend on electrical, we recommend starting with a
good battery, battery isolator , and inverter. All-plastic construction Bulky relative to internal
volume. Highly energy-efficient 0. Expensive Accessories are Pricey. Energy-efficient 0.
Expensive, especially for its size Lid latches are poorly designed No digital temperature
controls No automatic low-voltage shutoff. Cheap upfront cost Keeps food ice cold. Need to add
ice periodically Need to dump ice melt and deal with soggy food. Simple to use Fuel is cheap
and widely available Very safe â€” no risk of explosion and fewer fumes than propane Cooks
just about everything very well. More expensive than propane stoves Takes a bit longer to boil
water Flame control not as precise as propane. Inexpensive Reliable, time-tested design Fuel is
widely available Cooks as well as much more expensive propane stoves. Gives your van a nice
homey feel Several fuels available: propane, diesel, and denatured alcohol. Most expensive
option Installation could be complicated and may involve running fuel lines Eliminates the
freedom to cook outside. Cheaper than a foot pump Easy to install Built in faucet. No risk of
chemicals leaching into drinking water Large holding capacity Easy to install and easy to fill.
Made of plastic More complex installation and filling. Cheap and easy! Expandable â€” just add
more containers Simplest to install and fill. Will need to change out water more frequently
Containers are plastic. Real running water! A permanent sink really makes a van feel like a
home. Cheap and simple Easy to setup â€” no plumbing required Multiple ways to refill â€”
water exchanges widely available. Inexpensive Easy to work with Can bend with the contours of
your van Comes in a variety of types including lauan, pine, and cedar Can be stained or painted
any color. Looks awesome Gives your van a cabin feel Comes in pine or cedar Thinner paneling
can bend with the contours of your van. More difficult to install More expensive than plywood.
Hey guys! I hope that helps! Let me know if you have other questions! Best of luck to you!
Haha, so glad you approve of both the information and the bribery advice! Thanks John, we
bought the van now onto soundproofing etcâ€¦. Hope this helps! Hi Heather, thanks so much for
reaching out! I hope that helps, and best of luck with your journey! Hey John, Thanks for
sharing all this helpful information. Thanks for your advice. Hope that helps, and best of luck
with your build! Hi Marcie, so glad we could help! Best of luck with your build! I really really like
and appreciate this. Great guide with all the options. Gym mats and used yoga mats for flooring.
And air mattress for bedding? Plastic bags for poop and pee. Hi Howard, I apologize for the
delay! I just shot you an email. Fantastic guide guys, thanks for all the info. Hi Connor, thanks
for reaching out! Hi Jim, so glad we could be of help! Best of luck out there on the road! Close
dialog. Session expired Please log in again. Home Blog Expand child menu Expand. About
Expand child menu Expand. Toggle Menu Close. Search for: Search. Renogy Amazon. Keyline
Chargers Smart Battery Isolator. In May of , I bought a used Ford Transit and began converting
it into an off-grid mobile home named Casper. Casper gets on average Many of the other vans I
looked at were much cheaper except the Mercedes, Sprintersâ€” which were much more

expensive , but they all had low fuel-efficiency, already had a lot of miles on them, and were no
longer under warranty. As a solo female traveler planning to camp off-grid in rural settings,
safety was a high priority for me. Want info about camping off-grid? You might like my guide to
finding free campsites. I love my van, but if I could do it again, I would have bought a Ford
Transit high-top probably with an extended body , so I could stand up inside and have more
room for cabinetry and storage. The conversion was a somewhat sporadic endeavor, spanning
2-months while working on and off with the help of friends and family. I included a supply sheet
of all the building materials and expenses at the bottom of this post. I also made a conversion
kit, which includes products I used in my conversion that I highly recommend in your own van
build. I purchased almost everything for the van on Amazon or at Home Depot. This is an
amateur van build, so feel free to take my suggestions and lessons with a grain of salt. In most
cases, I chose the easiest, quickest, cheapest options with the exception of the expensive solar
battery system because I was anxious to get on the road. Casper, came quite bare, with these
wood beams on the side, which I decided to leave on. It also came with a metal partitioner in the
front, behind the driver and passenger seats, which I had taken out at the car dealership I
bought the van from. After I had the floor insulation mapped out, I used my reflectix blueprint to
trace the shape of the floor around the wheelbases onto plywood, which I then pieced together
like puzzle pieces to create a floorboard. We measured twice , chopped, and screwed the
floorboards directly into the van, over the reflectix insulation. We used Sheet Vinyl Adhesive ,
which is durable but dries quickly. So we did it in sections and placed bricks on top of the vinyl
to help secure the vinyl to the plywood and assist the glue to set in. After the floor was done, we
insulated the walls with a layer of reflectix, and then on top of that, we added pure safety
insulation rated at R15 the white wool looking strips. Luckily the wood beams were already in
place along the walls and made this process much simpler by holding the insulation in place.
We built a bed frame and storage units with scrap wood and with leftover plywood from the
floor. We incorporated the chuck box so that it would act as part of the support system for the
bed and could be used as extra storage and a countertop for cooking on a portable stove when
the chuck box is open. I wanted to be able to access my storage spaces from multiple areas. So
I left openings in the front and back of my bed frame, and a small side hole. For the driver side
storage unit, we created two separate hinge doors, for top loading storage access. The chuck
box is not a permanent fixture in the van which was a part of the design , so after we created the
bedframe and side storage unit, we took the chuck box out to make it easier to move around
during construction. I screwed in some plywood to make the top of the bedframe on the right ,
and created hinge lids out of plywood for the storage spaces on the left. We also built, a cubby
hole for my bathroom. That green bucket with the white lid is my toilet in the picture below. I
used faux wood wall paneling for the walls, which was simple enough to screw directly into the
horizontal wood beams on the side of the van. I used this because it was cheap, quick and easy
to install, but still looked good. My neighbor let us use his workshop and helped give us
guidance on how to tackle the kitchen. At this point, I had already bought a refrigerator , so we
built the kitchen countertop and shelves around those dimensions. Utilizing his drafting
knowledge and his table saw really helped speed up the process. I then used the extra wood to
build a table. I screwed in a table base that I bought on Amazon to the table, and another on the
floor of my van. After I had all my pieces sawed out to the appropriate measurements to fit in
the van, I sanded them, stained them, and left them out to dry. Then I used silicone to seal my
sink into the counter and drilled in my new hand pump faucet. I ended up storing my water
output jug under the bench seat, and kept the input water jug directly under the sink. I used
braided vinyl tubing to connect my faucet and drain to the water containers and metal clamps,
flex coupling and PVC bushing to secure them in place. I bought a queen size 6-inch memory
foam mattress for my van bed. I traced out the pieces with chalk, directly on the mattress, and
then cut the mattress with a bread knife into 5 separate pieces that make a couch and a bed, or
they can combine to make one large bed. We spray glued the insulation reflectix and pure safety
to each other and then glued and taped it to the roof with reflectix foil tape. Then we screwed in
the same faux wood paneling we used for the walls. We ended up trimming the paneling around
the fantastic fan with a jigsaw, and later cut out a hole for the FantasticFan air vent. We then
connected them to a Goal Zero Yeti Lithium power station inside the van. This power station is a
battery, inverter, charge control, display screen, and power outlets all in one and I highly
recommend it! For the final touches, my aunt hemmed some black out curtains for behind the
driver and passenger seats and used the excess fabric to sew curtains for my kitchen area.
Finally, I used excess Reflectix insulation to cut out window shades. The conversion could have
been much cheaper, had I gone a different route on my solar electric system. All in all, I love the
way Casper turned out. A big shout out to everyone who helped me convert this van-especially
my mom! March Update: I did a major renovation on my van. I had a high-roof-extension

installed and had the entire van remodeled by RV Renovators located in Mesa, Arizona. Solar
Electrical System:. Labor Cost:. If you found this post helpful and want to save it for later,
please pin one of the photos below:. Anna is an optimist with pessimistic tendencies who
enjoys making a short story long, her coffee black, and watching Friends re-runs. These days
you can catch her in her natural habitats wandering through forest roads in her van, hiking to a
waterfall or glacial lake, and learning about off-grid living the hard way. Awesome guide! The
process seems so daunting to start! I am impressed with your build. I am hoping to start a build
on a Transit in 18 months. Did I miss what you are using for heat? Thanks for sharing. On very
cold nights I sleep in my down sleeping bag. There is a kid who travels the country in a
converted Honda Element. He has solved the heating problem. Here is his website. If you are
ever interested in upgrading to a shower, I can share with you how I have been using a propane,
portable, tankless water heater since in my minivan. For many of us, the only difference
between van living and a residence is instant on-board hot water and showers. Excellent
write-up; the links to products is very useful. Lovely build, Anna. I want to model my van build
after what you have done. Thank you so much for sharing all the great details. I love the idea of
turning a cargo van into a camper. However, there are some great cargo vans for sale in my
area, so this might work for us. I especially loved how you glued wood vinyl to make the floor
look great. Thanks for sharing this great article! Great build. Very economical. Too bad about
the expensive Yeti. I used a sealed deep cycle lead-acid battery, so we will see how it holds up
versus lithium. Pretty simple to build. Got everything on Amazon. Her linked website has a great
post about a budget friendly conversion, which includes a list of supplies used and a shop with
affiliate links. Her instagram depicts worldly photos with captions that capture the deeper
meaning of travel. Her linked website has a great post about a budget friendly conversion,
which also includes a list of supplies used. Thanks for sharing this. I have an Astro Van that I
will be using some of your ideas on. This is a solid build and one of the absolute best write ups I
have seen. You can catch a few of my additions to it on my Instagram. You mention the vehicle
getting 18mpg before the build. What is your fuel economy like after the build? Oddly enough
better. Well done Anna. Great to see you did it yourself with a little help from your mum and
neighbour and now inspiring others. Safe travels and peace and happiness. So now I can stand
up and have a lot of space to build in cabinets for extra storage. My plan is to use the van as my
long-term home and stay in one spot for long periods of time while I finish up some projects.
With that all in mind, the lowtop was just no longer an option for me as far as comfort is
concerned. But now having invested in a high top extension and starting my conversion all
over, I wish even more that I had just bought a high top van to begin with. Hi John, It is currently
insured as a normal van, however I am working on getting it insured as a Class B motorhome
after my remodel is complete. Great team work guys really impressed. You do mention using
glue while installing the roof. I would also recommend a coating Rv Roof Magic. This single
coating will protect your roof from leakages and work wonders. Thank you for sharing all of
this. I am curious what it cost you to build your second van. Definitely following you as I look
for my first van! The cheapest option is, of course, to build your conversion yourself. Thanks for
sharing your build. I would recommend a coating of RV Roof Magic. A single coating of RV Roof
Magic will protect your roof from leakages and punctures. Beautiful van! You did a wonderful
job. I converted my Nv into a simple campervan, but not as amazing as yours. I noticed that you
had an Iowa State jacket. Hopefully our paths will cross some day. Great article and added tips
from others. I would recommend an inexpensive electric throw for heat while sleeping on solar
power. They have a automatic shutoff after hours and with a push of a button will keep you
warm during a cold night. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. The DIY Conversion Process The
conversion was a somewhat sporadic endeavor, spanning 2-months while working on and off
with the help of friends and family. Remodeled Van Conversion. Van Conversion Kit. A Guide to
Free Camping. Anna French Anna is an optimist with pessimistic tendencies who enjoys
making a short story long, her coffee black, and watching Friends re-runs. You may also like
Hilary says: Posted on January 23, at pm. I love it! Margaret A Friedrichs says: Posted on
February 12, at am. Anna French says: Posted on February 14, at pm. Steve says: Posted on
August 1, at pm. Have you considered installing a small ac unit? Anna French says: Posted on
February 13, at pm. Anthony says: Posted on April 3, at am. Nancy Riley says: Posted on April
9, at am. Bethany Birchridge says: Posted on May 31, at pm. Bob says: Posted on June 19, at
am. Rick says: Posted on July 20, at pm. It was very interesting and inspiring. Blessings, R.
Steve Ashley says: Posted on August 27, at am. Brian says: Posted on August 30, at pm. The
fitting on the bottom of your sink looks to be cross-threaded. Tim says: Posted on September
24, at pm. Anna French says: Posted on October 8, at pm. Henry says: Posted on October 1, at
am. Phil Gillespie says: Posted on October 23, at am. Kate says: Posted on December 15, at am.

Anna French says: Posted on December 18, at am. John says
2000 crown victoria wiring diagram
ford escape sport trac
08 altima coupe
: Posted on February 9, at pm. Can this be insured as an ordinary van or does it need camper
and insurance? Tracey says: Posted on May 2, at pm. Anna French says: Posted on November
22, at pm. Stephen says: Posted on September 1, at am. Motion Windows says: Posted on May
27, at am. Excellent point of view Here! Thanks for the information. Boat Windows says: Posted
on May 27, at am. Well worth a read. Got great insights and information from your blog. RV
Windows says: Posted on May 27, at am. Stunning, Thanks for the excellent outline. RV
Windows says: Posted on June 24, at pm. Keep it up. TJ Kleckner says: Posted on September
23, at am. Baker says: Posted on April 21, at pm. Bryan Smith says: Posted on May 13, at am.
Try an Espar or similar heater with a small kerosene tank. A brilliant guide. I think I was a best
planned to make. Rose says: Posted on October 13, at pm. Sim Brubaker says: Posted on
November 21, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

